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Bush, Gore
prepare for
hearing

Plans for
inaugurals
move ahead
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Invitations and tickets for presidential inaugurals traditionally
don't bear the name of the
president-elect. Good thing.
Plans are moving ahead for
the Jan. 20 big event, despite
the vote-counting that continues in Florida. Several Kentuckians are involved in the
planning.
With 200,000 tickets to print,
the presses can start rolling
before the race has been decided.
"No matter what, it's all
going to get put together," said
Lani M. Gerst, 28, executive
director of the Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies and a Louisville
native. But it may mean a lot
of 20-hour workdays in January to pull it off, Gerst said.
Organizers are lining up
caterers for a post-inauguration luncheon in the Capitol
building. They're preparing the
invitations. They're meeting regularly with representatives of the
Secret Service, the military, the
National Park Service, the Capitol architect and the television
networks.
About half a million people
are expected to attend, no
matter who wins.
"It's the hottest ticket in
town on Jan. 20," said Tamara Somerville, the committee's
chief of staff and an aide to
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, RKy. "Our goal is to have it be
the best ever."
This is the fourth consecutive inauguration in which a
Kentucky senator has played
a prominent role.
Then-Sen. Wendell Ford was
the chairman or vice chairman
of the inaugurations in 1989.
1993 and 1997.
Organizers of this year's
event aren't worried that court
challenges or a constitutional
crisis will derail the quadrennial swearing-in ceremony.

Deadlocked
ended by
numbered ball
CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) —
A tie-breaking vote was not
needed when two candidates
for the Carrollton City Council
tied Nov. 7.
Instead, Sharon Dews and
Doug Ramsey decided their
election deadlock by drawing
a numbered ping-pong ball out
of a fruitcake tin.
"After they declared it a tie,
our court clerk had called the
state election board ... and
they said that we could do
about anything to decide it,
except flip a coin," Ramsey
said.
"They wanted both of us to
have equal control in it,- Dews
explained.
An election judge held the
fruitcake tin, and the candidates each drew out one of
the orange ping-pong balls that
had been numbered one
through 18. Victory went to the
one who drew the highest number.
Ramsey drew No. 9. Dews
drew .18, winning the election.
A/VI /%. 11 I I

NO OUCH YET...Floyd Barrow of Puryear gets a flu
at the Calloway County Health Department. A delay
ment to receive only a portion of the vaccine, and
urday's clinic. The remaining shipment is expected

ed, however.
"We were going to leave for
Nashville ... when we got a call on
the way to the airport about Broward
County," Rose said.
Upon arriving in Broward County, Rose said he and hi; fellow
Democrats witnessed a scene very
different from how most media outlets had portrayed it.
"I guess we hadn't heard a lot of
media reports about was going on down
there," he said. "It's being portrayed
as kind of a zoo in the counting
rooms, but it's really more of an
organized scene."
Broward County did not use the

(AP) — The differences in Florida vote totals remained
paper-thin Monday as attorneys for Al Gore and George W.
Bush waged combat before the state's Supreme Court over a
manual recount of punch ballots that could determine America's next president.
Republicans want to stop the ongoing hand recounts in
three heavily Democratic counties. Democrats, looking for
new votes to whittle down Bush's 930-vote lead, are fighting to get them included in the final official tally.
About 6 million votes were cast overall in make-or-break
Florida.
A weekend tally of overseas absentee ballots stretched
Bush's official lead. But uncompleted hand recounts over the
weekend in Broward and Palm Beach counties cut Bush's
lead to 834 votes as of midnight Sunday. The hand cdunting
resumed Monday in those counties and started in Miami-Dade
County.
Gore narrowly won the nationwide popular vote and holds
a slight edge over Bush in the all-important Electoral College tally. But neither candidate will reach the required 270
electoral votes to be declared the nation's 43rd president without Florida's 25 electors.
Prospects for an abrupt end to the election deadlock were
highly uncertain; Gore's allies were not ruling out pressing
ahead on other fronts if the state Supreme Court did not support them, and Democratic Sen. Bob Graham of Florida, who
is close to the Gore campaign, said on the morning talk
shows Monday that the state's entire vote should be counted
again by hand.
"What we're trying to achieve here is an election that has
credibility by the American people," he said on ABC's "Good
Morning America." "That credibility would likely be enhanced
if all Florida voters had their ballots hand counted."
Sensitive to Republican charges that Democrats were systematically challenging absentee ballots from military personnel overseas, Graham said military votes should not be discounted simply because they lacked a postmark.
Election officials should "bend over backwards" to have
military votes count, he said on NBC's "Today Show." "The
federal law provides that a postmark is not required for overseas stationed military personnel."
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, Gore's running mate, said Sunday
that election officials should "take another look" at discarded military ballots. He said he and Gore "would not tolerate
a campaign that was aimed specifically at invalidating absentee ballots from members of our armed services."
Montana Gov. Marc Racicot complained anew on NBC
about using hand tallying instead of machine counting as final
arbiter of the Florida vote. "There's inadvertence, there's neg-
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vaccination Saturday from Sherry Myers
in vaccine shipment caused the depart312 vaccines were administered at Satby the end of December.

Murray native experiences
Florida recount firsthand
degree from Harvard this year and
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
now works for the law firm of Wyatt,
When Murray native Jon Rose first Tarrant and Long in Nashville, Tenn.,
volunteered to work for Vice Presi- said he arrived in Florida on Mondent Al Gore's presidential campaign day to help with efforts in Palm
as a student at Harvard University, Springs. His efforts there, however,
he never imagined winding up in a were wasted.
"We started out in Palm Beach,
room in Florida observing ballot
recounts in Florida a week after the but then (they) got spooked by (FloriNov. 7 election.
-da) Secretary (of State Katherine)
That is exactly where Rose, a 1990 Harris's announcement (about certigraduate of Calloway County High fying the results) and decided not to
School who obtained a master's degree count that day," Rose said from his
from Murray State University in 1997, home in Nashville Monday.
Rose said he and a group of "10
was last week, though, as he and
several Gore supponers descended on or 12" fellow Democrats remained
Florida to offer their services during in Palm Beach until Tuesday before
ballot recounts.
heading back to the airport to go
Rose, who graduated with a law home. Their trip back was interrupt-

MSU receives S1.6 million
bequest from Lassiter estate
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A $1.6 million bequest from
the estate of the late Judge James
M. Lassiter was announced today
by Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander.
The endowment will be used
to increase the educational opportunities for Murray State University students majoring in pre-law
and business.
Alexander said that this gift is
a testimonial to the devotion and
dedication that Jim and Mary Moore
Lassiter had for their university.
"They both will be long remembered for their beneficence by the
university and the studenti who
will now have new and expand-

said funds from the bequest are
ed opportunity," he said.
The timing is such that the gift being added to the endowment of
is eligible for matching funds from the James M. Lassiter Scholarship
the Regional University Excellence for pre-law students and the Mary
Trust Fund through the Council Moore Lassiter Scholarship for
on Postsecondary Education in Ken- business students.
"These funds are coming from
tucky.
lives of' Mary Moore Windsor
the
"The bequest was awarded at
Lassiter
and Judge James M. Lasopportune
time
for
the
such an
he said. "I am merely a
siter,"
university," Jim Carter, vice prescarrier of good news."
ident for institutional advancement,
Dick said the University of Kensaid."The availability of the match- tucky would also receive some
ing funds for scholarships will funds from the remainder of Lasincrease the value of this gift to siter's estate. He said the MSU
the university and enhance our funds will likely come in three
ability to offer scholarships to installments, with the first comdeserving students from the area." ing in late December or early JanJoe Dick, personal friend of the
Lassiters for over 40 years and
executor of the Lassiter estate, • See Page 2

Wet-dry debate
rages after vote

12

Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
15 to 20. Northwest wind diminishing to 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday.. Partly sunny. High
35 to 40.
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BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Timer. photo
SIGN OF THE TIMES...Hikers and other users of the Murray-Calloway County Park System are being greeted by
signs requesting help in keeping the park clean.

AFRNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo
TREE TIME...Harold Turner. an employee with the Calloway County
Maintenance Department. wraps more lights around the tree decorating the main hallway in the courthouse building. Friday will mark the
beginning of the Christmas shopping season.

GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) — One week
after voters here approved by-the-drink alcohol sales, a petition began circulating that
asks residents to boycott restaurants that
choose to serve alcohol.
Georgetown voters approved a measure
on Election Day that allows restaurants to
apply for an alcohol license if they seat
100 or more people and receive 70 percent
of their income from food sales.
Similar measures have failed in the past
in Georgetown. But this year, the measure
passed 3,509 to 2,925.
That hasn't stopped alcohol opponents
from continuing the fight.
The Rev. Dwight Elam. the pastor of
Northside Christian Church in Georgetown.
began circulating a petition that says, in
part, "WE WILL NOT FREQUENT any

facility which announced after the November 7th election that they would come to
Georgetown because they can sell alcohol.
WE WILL NOT FREQUENT any existing
business which sells alcohol."
Elam said last week that about 1,000
people have already signed the bright yellow petition. He said the petition would be
presented to the top management or corporate headquarters of any restaurant applying
for an alcohol license, including those just
coming to town. He said he hopes that will
force restaurant management to reconsider
their desire to serve drinks.
"I think they'd rethink bringing that particular product in," said Elam, co-chair of
Scott Countians for KIDS — Keep it Dry

III See Page 2
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and Safe.
The Temperance League of Kentucky also is continuing its
statewide challenge on the constitutionality of the new local option,
asking the Kentucky Supreme Court
to review it, bypassing the Court
of Appeals.
Radcliff and Shelby County voters also approved alcohol sales
for restaurants this month, but similar measures were defeated in
Harrodsburg, Berea and Jamestown.
Other communities with similar
wet-dry questions on the ballot were
the western Kentucky communities of Cadiz, Guthrie, Hazel, Kuttawa, Murray and Crittenden County. Murray, Kuttawa and Guthrie
voted wet, while Crittenden County remained dry.
Elam wants the Temperance
challenge and the local boycott to
heavily impact Georgetown restaurants, including an Applebee's,
which got preliminary approval
last week from the Scott County
Joint Planning Commission to open
a 167-seat eatery in Georgetown.
Applebee's typically includes a bar
in its locations.
Proponents of alcohol sales have
said that bringing more upscale
restaurants to Scott County is one
of the main reasons for support-

ing the measure. Restaurants also
see dollars in drinks. When the
county was dry, restaurateurs said
people would still ask for alcohol
when they sat down for dinner.
The boycott does not affect the
plans of the Applebee's franchise.
"We think the citizens of Georgetown have voted," said Bill Hilliard,
vice president of Thomas & King,
a Lexington company that owns
72 Applebee's restaurants in seven
states. "It's a free choice. If somebody chooses not to drink, that's
fine."
Two Georgetown restaurant
managers who intend to pursue
alcohol licenses said the petition
and ensuing boycott won't dissuade them.
Miguel Gomez, manager of El
Rio Grande Restaurant, said serving drinks would mean more revenue. But Gomez said -there are
a lot of people who don't want
to have to go to Lexington" to
have a beer or glass of wine with
their meal.
Likewise, Yen Hsu, a co-owner
of The Plum Tree for 12 years.
plans to seek an alcohol license.
"I have a really good clientele
supporting me," Hsu said. "Some
customers have told me that they
were against it (going wet), but
that they would vote for it because
it would help my business."

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
• Benjamin Turnbow was arrested Nov. 17 for second offense DUI and
failure to have a motorcycle operator's license. He was released Nov. 18
from the Calloway County Jail on an $1,000 unsecured bond.
• Amanda Mundrick of Murray was arrested Nov. 19 for contempt of
court on failure to appear at a preliminary hearing. Mundrick is currently
lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a $500 cash bond.
• Nancy Cassiba of Puryear, Tenn. was served a warrant in Calloway
Circuit Court for abandonment of a minor and subsequently arrested Nov.
17. She is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail on an $1,000
bond.
• Robert Coleman of Murray was arrested on warrant for second- degree burglary Nov. 19. He is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail
on a $2,500 cash, property, or surety bond.
Murray Fire Department
• The Murray Fire Department responded to an alarm in Hart Hall at
10:22 a.m., Nov. 17. Upon arrival, they were informed by Murray State
Maintenance that steam from a boiler which was being serviced was the
cause of the alarm. The building was evacuated upon arrival.
• An elevator rescue was performed Nov. 19 at 3:33 p.m. in White Hall.
On arrival the department found that the elevator was stuck between the
second and third floor. Power to the elevator was cut and the door was
manually opened.
•The fire department was called to perform a carbon monoxide reading
at 1306 Farris after a detector indicated hazardous levels. After receiving a
reading of 40 ppm, the department advised the residents of the dangerous
condition. The building was vacated until the heating unit could be repaired.
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now infamous "butterfly ballot," but
still used a type of paper ballot,
according to Rose. He said the
results of those ballots, however,
were usually very easy to determine.
"I worked for two days and
saw well over a thousand ballots,"
he said. "Most of them were clearcut holes. I think I could take a
ballot and beat it against a table
for 30 minutes and not have anything fall off."
Rose said the environment was
often a tense one, with Republican and Democratic overseers often
jammed into tight spaces. His role,
he said, was simply to oversee
the counting of ballots by county
employees. No one else was allowed
to touch the ballots themselves.
Still, Rose said he believes the
hand recounts are the surest way
to determine who will be the next
president.
"To me, the hand recount had
to be more accurate," he said. "I
guess regardless of who wins, I
want there to be a fair and accurate recount."
Rose also said that while many
Americans are tiring of the legal
wrangling involved with the election, he believes the court system
has moved very quickly on what
is a very complex matter.
"I think only with a court ruling can we get finality," he said.
"I really think that, given the
weight of these issues,(two weeks)
is not a very long amount of
time."
Even though Rose's presidential preference is fairly obvious,
he said that no matter who wins,
he will always be thankful that
he was able to play a small part
in the process.
"Overall, it was good to be a
part of history," he said. "I think
I'll be able to look back at it one
day and be happy that I was able
to be a part of it."

Now accepting Visa & Mastercai
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arship was established through the
uary.
Dick said that while there are gifts of the family, friends and
some "legal discrepancies" remain- colleagues of Judge Lassiter to
honor him at the time of his retireing concerning the total amount
ment from the bench in 1986. The
of endowment money, the $1.6
James M. Lassiter Scholarship is
million estimate could actually be
for junior or senior pre-law stulow.
dents at MSU.
"We feel the estimate of $1.6
Preference will be given to Calmillion is very accurate and also loway,Graves,Livingston, Marshall
conservative," he said. "We think and McCracken County students.
quite possibly there will be anothThe Mary Moore Lassiter Scholer $100,00 to $150,000 that will arship was established by Lassiter
be coming."
in memory of his wife, Mary, a
The $1.6 million will be split
1939 home economics major, who
into $800,000 each between scholdied in 1991.
arships in honor of James LasThe Mary Moore Lassiter Scholsiter and Mary Moore Lassiter,
arship is for students majoring in
according to Dick.
The James M. Lassiter Schol- business who are active members
JAMES M. LASSITER

M Bush ...
From Page 1
ligence, there is exhaustion that's
involved in this process," he said.
Both-candidates maintained low
profiles Sunday, with each going
for a run and then to church.
Bush, the Texas governor, went to
the Capitol in Austin for several
hours of work Monday morning,
breezing past -the press with the
words, "Feeling great."
Lawyers for both sides filed legal
briefs Sunday with the Florida
Supreme Court, which on Saturday told Secretary of State Katherine Harris not to certify the state
results until it decided whether to
allow the hand recounts to be
included.
Bush's lawyers said it would
be unfair "to keep the state and
the nation on hold" during interminable recounts, while Gore's
attorneys argued that some counties should get more time to complete hand tallies.
The Bush campaign said Harris, a Republican, has the authority to certify election results without accepting hand counts. It also
said that allowing the recounts to
continue in scattered Democraticleaning counties would violate the
constitutional rights of voters else-

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for

Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

27'0453-0882
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Joe Dick, executor of the estate of the late James M. Lassiter, speaks during the ceremony held
in honor of Lassiter's $1.6 million contribution to Murray State University Monday in the Curris
Center.
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where.
"The selective manual recounts
authorize county boards to engage
in arbitrary and unequal counting
of votes, and result in the disparate treatment of Florida voters
based solely on where within the
state they happen to reside," Bush's
lawyers argued.
Harris, meanwhile, tried to distance herself from the presidential
rivals. Gore's supporters pointed
to her campaigning for Bush as a
sign of bias.
"It is clear, that for the Democrats and the Republicans, the object
is to win, and that is understandable," Harris said in separate court
filing. "The stakes are very high."
Gore's legal team asked the
court to set a generous standard
for officials to "ascertain the electorate's will" when ballots were
punched in the disputed presidential election. They said local election officials in close cases can
"determine the voter's intent" by
closely examining the ballot.
"It seems to be that they're
doing everything they can to stop
the recounting of votes because
they're slightly ahead and they
fear that after the recounting they
won't be," said Lieberman, who
appeared on all five major TV
news shows Sunday.
Bush representatives continued
their assault on the Gore-backed
recounts. depicting the process as

riddled with human error and
Democratic bias. Racicot said Gore
is trying to pad his vote totals by
changing ballot-checking rules in
south Florida.
In Broward County, Gore's count
by Sunday night showed a net
gain of 108 votes, with more than
two-thirds of .the 609 precincts
counted. Set aside for the timebeing were ballots with chad —
the tiny pieces of paper in a punchcard — having only one of four
corners pierced or showing simply a dimple.
accused
had
Republicans
Broward's three-member canvassing board of bowing to political
pressure from Democr4ts in undoing a decision to throw out ballots that did not have two corners
poked out of the chad.
"The Gore campaign now wants
to lower the bar because it needs
more votes," said Ed Pozzuoli,
chairman of the county GOP.
Democrats said the ruling allows
voters' intentions to be noted.
"These chad marks didn't get on
the ballot by osmosis," said Democratic attorney Charles Lichtman.
Miami-Dade County mechanically sorted ballots by machine Sunday in preparation for beginning
its hand count. Bush's attorneys
protested the action, saying it would
alter the delicate ballots, but a circuit judge gave the go-ahead.

College changes name
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Beaver College, aiming to shed a
source of ridicule and boost enrollment, unveiled Monday a new
school name that's seemingly satire-proof: Arcadia University.
The decision was announced
just after midnight at a surprise pajama party for students, who were
rounded up from residence halls
with less than an hour's notice.
"Arcadia University reflects our

foundation and the kind of learning
environment we aim to foster,"
President Bette E. Landman said.
Much has changed about the
college since it was founded in
1853 as a small women's college in
western Pennsylvania's Beaver
County. For starters, the school is
no longer in Beaver — moving
across the state to suburban Philadelphia in 1925.
40
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of an organization in -their field
of study, or the college of business and public affairs. Preference
is given to students who reside
in Calloway or Marshall County.
Lassiter, a 1939 graduate of
MSU who received his law degree
from the University of Kentucky,
passed the state bar exam in 1949
with the highest score in the state.
A U.S. Army major from 1942
to 1946 who served in the state
senate in 1951, 1952 and 1954,
Lassiter was the Commonwealth
Attorney from 1954 to 1967 and
Circuit Judge for the 42nd Judicial Circuit Court from 1967 until
his resignation on Jan. 2,1986.
Lassiter's parents, the late E.A.
Lassiter, a farmer and merchant,
and Helen Wells Lassiter, the sister of Rainey T. Wells, founder
of Murray State University, were
natives of Murray.
Ella Mae Quenermous, 82, a
longtime friend who was a classmate at MSU with the Lassiters,
said Judge Lassiter loved MSU
and spoke often of the university.
"I am so glad he remembered
the university," she said."He always
said had it not have been for MSU
being in his hometown, he probably would not have been able to
attend college."
"We are greatly appreciative of
Judge Lassiter's dedication and support of his university. This bequest
gift bears witness to the values
and benefits MSU has contributed
to the welfare of the community
and the students," said Alexander.
The kickoff of Vision Quest,
Murray State's first-ever comprehensive campaign, was held Oct.
IS, 1999, during Homecoming
weekend. Upon completion of the
$25 million effort in April of 2001,
the total of private gifts and endowment for MSU is expected to
approximate $50 million.
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Expansion angers residents

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

TENNIS, ANYONE.. Julie Bogard (left) watches as her doubles partner, Sharon Saybin, attempts a forehand return during warm-ups before a match Sunday afternoon at the Murray
State University tennis courts. Anyone interested in joining a local USTA 3.5 Ladies tennis
team should call Peggy Veal at 436-5091.

Longtime Opry manager to leave
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — A
beloved backstage fixture at the
Grand Ole Opry is leaving the
show.
Jerry Strobel, 60, will leave his
longtime position as manager of the
Grand Ole Opry House at the end of
the year, it was announced Friday.
"As a company, (Opry owner)
Gaylord Entertainment is evaluating
strategic business alternatives and is
implementing programs to operate
more efficiently," said Steve Buchanan, a Gaylord executive who oversees the Opry.

"Part a that involves consolidat- bored no ill will.
"It's been a good run and a lot of
ing some positions. Decisions of
and I wish only the very best
fun,
this nature are very difficult."
for the Grand Ole Opry," Strobel
Gaylord last month reported a said. "This show business phenomeloss in earnings of $19.1 million for non is a national treasure that
the third quarter and said overall should be preserved and strengthlosses for the fiscal year will be ened for future generations.
steeper than originally expected.
"As for Inc. I have four beautiful
The company's holdings include granddaughters, each less than one
convention hotels, music publishing year old, whom I'll be spending a
and gospel music companies and lot of time with having fun and
part of the Nashville Predators NHL reminiscing about the Opry magic."
franchise.
The Grand Ole Opry is the longStrobel, who has worked for the est continuously running radio show
company for 30 years, said he har- in the United States

Petition filed to help hospital
LANCASTER,Ky.(AP)— Residents of Garrard County have
secured more than enough signatures for a petition to begin pursuing a taxing district to help pay
off a the county hospital's debt
of more than $4 million.
Garrard County Clerk Shelton
Moss said the unofficial count of
signatures turned in Saturday, the
deadline of the four day drive,
was 1,222.
Moss said the minimum number of signatures needed is 1,027.
The taxing district would levy
a tax on real estate, vehicles and
boats. The proposed tax would be
10 cents per $100 of assessed
property value. That would bring
in an estimated $473,581 in 2001
based on 2000 property assessments, which would be used to
pay the county-owned hospital's
debt.

Money is the reason local officials would welcome the expansion.
Republic pays the county more
than $250,000 a year in taxes and
fees and employs about 45 workers locally. It offered $1. million
annually with the expansion, a
windfall almost the size of Trimble's current annual budget.
The only other industry in this
county of 7,000 residents is an
electric utility.
"A landfill isn't something you
would just open your doors and
welcome it in," said Trimble JudgeExecutive Ray Clem. "But they're
there, generating revenue we sorely need."
Republic, based in Fort Laud-
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rewriting local solid-waste regulations and refusing to negotiate key
terms.
Arnold said he was "flabbergasted" that Republic's lawyers
wouldn't consider locating dump
sites more than 250 feet from residential property and the river. He
said he was disappointed that the
county Fiscal Court didn't seem
to mind.
"That was the breaking point
for me," Arnold said. He said the
mentality of county officials seemed
to be "bring on the trash because
we need the cash."
Clem and Flower rejected the
idea that the company dictated terms
to the county.
Sanders, meantime, fears she
may be stuck. She and Thiemann
haven't had any luck selling their
farm, although landfill officials
offered to plant trees along a berm
where the dump is visible from
her home.
"There are all these people with
money and promises," she said.
"But the damage is already done."
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will be given absolutely free to anyone who sends for this free model

ly to get the undesirable land
uses," FitzGerald said. "It causes
tensions in the community."
One tense moment occurred a
year ago when Trimble County
Attorney Perry Arnold walked out
of negotiations with Republic, saying the company essentially was
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Dr. Nicholas Martin, a family
physician in Garrard County, was
a member of the petition drive.
He said some people would not
participate in the drive.
"They didn't seem to have confidence that we could do it," Martin said. "If it doesn't pass, it's

erdale, Fla., bought the landfill in
February 1999 and has made numerous improvements to the site since
then, according to company officials.
Will Flower, a spokesman for
Republic, said the company
installed a methane-extraction system that burns off excess levels
of the potentially explosive gas
produced by decomposing organic waste. Roads'on the site also
were graded and repaved to reduce
dust.
"We happen to run a very good
landfill," said Flower, whose company operates 55 landfills nationally, six in Kentucky. "We deserve
credit for the improvements that
have been made at the site."
Clem denied that the county
caved in to anyone. Valley View
has been the largest revenue-producing industry in the county for
years, he said. The increased revenue could lead to economic growth
in other areas, Clem said.
"We're at a crossroads," Clem
said. "We can become a first-class
community or everybody's dump."
The financial pressure on Trimble to welcome such a project is
shared by other counties with few
jobs and a limited tax base. said
Tom FitzGerald, a lawyer for the
Kentucky Natural Resources Council, an environmental group.
-These are the places most like-

BEDFORD, Ky. (AP) — Some
Trimble County residents are
angered that local officials are welcoming the proposed expansion of
a landfill that would turn it into
one of the state's largest.
The 560-acre Valley View Landfill takes up to 1,800 tons of trash
per day from parts of Kentucky,
Indiana and Ohio. Republic Services of Kentucky, the owner of
the site, wants to triple its capacity over the next 15 years. The
state must approve the plan.
Penney Sanders and Francis
Thiemann live within a mile of
the site. A "For Sale" sign now
sits on their 150-acre property.
They complain about feeling
like prisoners in their own home
on days when the stench from
Valley View gets unbearable. Windblown trash collects along the fence
and buzzards roost nearby.
"It's just been miserable," Thiemann said. "We built this home
to take us into our senior years.
Now I would go anyplace else."
Karen Bess Smith, who with
her husband owns an organic farm
down the Little Kentucky River
from the dump, worries that liquid runoff from the garbage could
contaminate the waterway. She and
other landfill opponents say officials haven't paid enough attention to concern that the landfill
sits on a particular type of porous
terrain that allows water to percolate through to ground water.
"It's very, very difficult to keep
the faith," Smith said. "You come
to a very clear realization that
people and places are sacrificed
in this world."
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Campaign goes mainstream
The
MIDWAY, Ky. (AP)
man handing out bumper stickers
promoting "Industrial Hemp for
Farmers, Fiber and Food" was neither wild-eyed radical nor aging
flower child.
He was Jake Graves, 75, prominent Fayette County farmer, conservative, solid and respectable.
So was the man accepting a bumper
sticker — Jim Bruce, also 75, who
made his money in the wholesale
flooring business and now is trying to make a go of farming in
Anderson County.
Watching nearby was someone
who has known both men for
decades — former Gov. Louie B.
Nunn.
"You look at 'em," Nunn said,
"and you can see real fast they're
not the hippie type."
Neither is Nunn, to say the
least. He was, and is, a law-andorder Republican whose present
advocacy of legal hemp production doubtless strikes some people as curious.
But the legal-hemp campaign has
gone mainstream, and in one sense,
Nunn's involvement makes perfect
sense. One tenet of the pro-hemp
campaign is quintessentially Republican — the idea that states, not
the federal government, should
decide what crops their farmers
can produce.
Thus, Nunn, Graves and Bruce
were among those at a hemp conference last week at Midway College. The keynote speaker was
Hawaii state Rep. Cynthia Thielen, a Republican who last year
sponsored legislation enabling
Hawaii to get a federal license to
grow test crops of hemp for ethanol
production.
Hawaii was motivated by a
recession caused by the loss of
its sugar cane industry to Asian
countries with plentiful,cheap labor.
"I think it's time for the federal
government — excuse the terminology — to butt out," Thielen
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CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
said
Exhibitors at the conference had
an array of products made from
hemp: Rope, fiber board and equine
bedding. Carpeting and cosmetics.
Hemp seed flour and oil and toasted hemp seed snacks. Interior panels for cars. Stationery. Shirts, tote
bags, diapers. All were made with
hemp from other countries, primarily Canada.
Proponents of hemp as a source
of food and fiber and as an option
for battered tobacco farmers are
seeking federal deregulation. They
strive mightily to put distance
between the plant and marijuana,
its genetic, hallucinogenic cousin.
It is a tough sale.
Hemp opponent No. 1 has been
Gen. Barry McCaffrey, who heads
the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy. McCaffrey, who once addressed both houses of the Kentucky General Assembly and got standing ovations, contends efforts to legalize hemp are
a smokescreen to legalize marijuana.
Seedlings are the same and
mature plants look the same, making hemp production problematic
for law enforcement officers, the
argument goes.
Hemp proponents say that's
absurd. Graves, the farmer whose
father and grandfather grew hemp
in its heyday, said the same rationale could be used to outlaw water
because "moonshine looks just like
water 'til you taste it."
Nunn, said he, too, once equated hemp with marijuana. While
he was governor from 1967 to
1971, the state had a vigorous

Nov. 14 - Chicago Tribune, on Congress getting its business done:
Congress returns to Capitol Hill this week for
it rare lame-duck session — and not a moment
too soon.
Hard as it would have been to contemplate prior
to the presidential election, this Congress now
could send a reassuring message that Republicans
and Democrats indeed can work together effectively to conduct the nation's business. Or this
Congress could revert to its bickering ways and
add to the unsettled nature of this anxious political season.
The outcome of the presidential election is still
very much in doubt, increasingly mired in controversy, ballot challenges, recriminations and escalating lawsuits.
But this isn't in doubt: The House and Senate
failed to finish their constitutionally mandated business of funding the federal government for the fiscal year that began Oct. 1. Both parties hoped
that the results of the Nov. 7 election would better their bargaining positions, so they recessed —
with their work undone — until this week.
,This also isn't in doubt: Regardless of the outcome of the presidential election, neither Al Gore
nor George W. Bush is going to enter the White
House with a great mandate for change. The Democrats did pick up some congressional seats, but the
Republicans managed to hold on to control of the
House, albeit with an extremely slim margin. ...
This Congress has been rightly charged with
being more interested in partisan gain than the
national interest. This Congress could lead the way
and give the presidential candidates and the nation
a needed lesson in how it's done in this democracy.
Nov. 11- The(Charleston,S.C.)Post and Courier, on drugs and Latin America:
There is some extremely disturbing news in the
latest report of the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean. It reveals that, "Latin
America produces the bulk of marijuana, all the
world's cocaine and a large proportion of heroin."
The commission warns that the widespread availability of drugs is "creating a culture of illegali:tx," which is breaking down society. ...
Without a doubt, drug trafficking is the most

Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.
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drug eradication program. He said
his position on hemp changed as
he learned more about it.
Last summer, Nunn made a statement on the issue by successfully defending actor Woody Harrelson against marijuana cultivation
charges in Lee County. Harrelson
had publicly planted four hemp
seeds, provoking his own arrest
so he could challenge the constitutionality of Kentucky's hemp
laws.
"Woody was trying to do something for the farmers," Nunn said.
Nunn said he took the case to
carry the message of the distinction between marijuana and hemp.
Nunn and other pro-hemp messengers have developed a counter
to every anti-hemp argument. They
say Mounties in Canada, bobbies
in England and police in other
countries where hemp is legal have
been able to discern the difference between hemp and marijuana.
To suggestions that pot growers would use hemp to mask their
illicit crop, the hemp campaign
answers that cross-pollination
would cause marijuana to lose the
chemical that produces its high.
And when economists say there
is no ready market for a Kentucky hemp industry, Nunn
responds with an anecdote.
As governor, he was in an eastern Kentucky county, trying to
promote construction of a modest
airport. There was a skeptic in the
crowd, Nunn's story goes. "I don't
know what we need one for," the
man said. "because a plane has
never lit here yet."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Letters ...
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The United
dangerous aspect of globalization.
States, as the major consumer of drugs and, quite
likely, where most drug-trafficking profits are invested, must take the lead in forging cooperation
between all the countries that are involved in or
affected by this scourge.
Nov. 9 - USA Today, on why every vote does
count:
The country's future often rides on small accidents of history, unpredictable turns that influence
much larger events. Tuesday's election was a prime
case. Consider this menu of occurrences that influenced voters in Florida, where the difference of a
few hundred votes will decide the next president,
with all that portends:
Confusing ballots. It's possible Al Gore will
lose the White House because the supervisor of
elections in Palm Beach County decided to deviate from the usual ballot design,listing Pat Buchanan's
name beneath George Bush's. That meant Al Gore
was second on the ballot but the third hole to
punch.
Racial backfire. Gov. Jeb Bush thought he was
doing black Floridians a favor when he proposed
"One Florida" to steer affirmative action in a direction that he thought would survive legal challenges.
But blacks in Florida didn't see it that way, and
that had something to do with Tuesday's result: an
astounding 88 percent turnout among black voters
in Miami-Dade County, who voted 9-to-I against
brother George. Without them, there would be no
recount today.
Elian. If President Clinton hadn't taken such a
hard line about shipping child refugee Elian Gonzales back to Cuba, more of Florida's many CubanAmericans might have voted for Gore. ...
The Jewish vote. Florida seemed safe for the
Bush family until Gore named Joe Lieberman as
his running mate. Suddenly, the huge South Florida Jewish vote mobilized for the first Jew atop a
national ticket. ...
This election certainly will affect years of foreign policy, not to mention domestic issues from
campaign finance to childcare. Worrisome? Not
really. Aside from the odd ballot meddling in Palm
Beach County, it's a welcome reminder to voters
that every vote counts and a reminder to politicians that no vote is a lock.
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A tale of two Floridas
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)
Much of the controversy over the
Florida election has narrowed to
three counties in southeast Florida — Broward, Miami-Dade and
Palm Beach.
The large region, also known
as the Gold Coast, is heavily populated with immigrants from the
Northeast and the Caribbean, more
condensed than much of the state,
more diverse — and more Democratic.
Many Floridians look at southeast Florida as they have for years,
almost as another country.
"Nobody has yet invented a
saw that can cut 'em off and let
them float out to sea," quipped longtime Florida Republican Tom Slade.
Republicans had good reason to dread the initial vote count and
the Democrats' proposed manual
recounts in the Gold Coast counties in the presidential race between
Al Gore and George W. Bush.
The population there is heavily
Democratic and fairly liberal. It
played a huge role in Lawton
Chiles' close victory over Jeb Bush
in the 1994 governor's race and
again when Bill Clinton carried
Florida in the 1996 presidential race.
The voters, many of them aging
New Deal Democrats from the
Northeast, are very active politically.
"People were in line for an
hour-and-a-half after the polls
closed in those condo communities," said Tom Fiedler, a veteran
political journalist and co-author
of the "Almanac of Florida Politics." That was one reason the southeast Florida ballots were among
the last counted and that may have
contributed to the confusion over
who was going to win the state.
"The majority of the population of southeast Florida, urban
Northeasterners or Caribbean immigrants, makes them quite different
from the rest of Florida's population," Fiedler said.

WASHINGTON TODAY

WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
"It's one of the last vestiges of
the old Democratic liberal era,"
he said. "People in Broward County in the condominium areas still
argue about how Adlai Stevenson
lost in 1952."
The formula for any Democratic victory in Florida is to win a
robust black vote, dominate the
senior vote and appeal to politically moderate women,Fiedler said.
Most crucially, they have to carry
southeast Florida by a big margin
— sometimes by 250,000 to
350,000 more votes. Gore carried
Broward County, which has a large
population of Northeastern Jewish
retirees, by more than 200,000
votes, and carried the region by
more than 365,000 votes.
"Joe Lieberman practically took
up residence in north Broward
County and Miami-Dade (counties)," Fiedler said. "He came down
at least once a week and they
treated him like a rock star."
Southeast Florida, most notably
Miami-Dade County, is known less
for Democratic politics than for
its recent history of racial unrest,
drug smuggling, political corruption, rampant immigration and a
flashy, superficial tone.
Many Floridians to the north
and west see southeast Florida as
"New York with sunshine — but
all the worst of New York — a
center for strange and unusual,
illegal deals," said Claude Kirk, a
pioneering Republican governor in
the state in the late 1960s.
Statewide resentment of southeast Florida is related to its politics, regional roots and ethnic

WNY WAND COUNTNG BALLOTS IN

background of its residents.
"For the traditional Florida resident, anybody from the Northeast
is suspect," said political scientist
Susan MacIvianus of Tampa. Some
resentment of southeast Florida
shows up as ridicule of senior citizens who had trouble understanding their ballots.
"There is some resentment
among younger age groups toward
the senior population in Palm Beach
County," MacManus said. "I hear
it, especially in my college class,
all the jokes about seniors. It's
unfortunate."
Sharp regional differences
remain in .the state, but Democratic attorney Joe Geller of Miami
says those changes are fading.
Increasing urbanization, environmental concerns and immigration
from overseas and across state
lines are changing the nature of
the state. The very close election
was a reminder of how much the
once Republican-dominated state
has changed.
"The differences are less pronounced than they used to be,"
said Geller, who is chairman of
the Miami-Dade Democrats.
Still the image of many different Floridas prevails.
"We are four or five different
states and two or three different
countries," said Republican Slade,
who lives in north Florida.
"If they proceed to that manual count, make no mistake, a lot
of the conduct you're seeing," he
said, "is fear on our side that we
probably wouldn't like the result."
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Gas prices fall 2 cents

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Gasoprices fell nearly two cents a
line
Mrs. Peggy J. Parrish, 64, Burkeen Road, Dexter, died Sunday, gallon during the past two weeks
Nov. 19, 2000, at 5:02 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. Her but are still 25 cents higher than
death was from injuries sustained in a traffic accident.
at the same time a year ago, a
She was a member of Williams Chapel Church of Christ. Born new survey shows.
Jan. 10, 1936. in Calloway County, she was daughter of Osro ButThe average price of all grades
terworth who died Nov. 9, 2000, and Estelle Farmer Butterworth who was $1.57, according to the Lunddied in 1986.
berg Survey of 10,000 service staSurvivors include her husband, Bob Parrish, to whom she was mar- tions nationwide, released Sunday.
ried April 23, 1960; two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Burkeen and husThe price decline coincides with
band, David, Dexter, and Mrs. Theresea Howard, 'Willis, Texas; two reduced demand, which is typical
sons, Roger Parrish and wife, Nora, Murray, and Robby Parrish and after the summer driving season,
wife, Cheryl, Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Sue McMillen, Mrs. Annette analyst Trilby Lundberg said.
Wilson, Mrs. Shirley Morris and husband, Max, and Mrs. Joan Orr
Strong demand for home heatand husband. Billy Dan, and three brothers, Jimmy Butterworth and ing oil, however, is likely to keep
wife, Inez, Jackie Butterworth and wife, Martha, and Pat Butterworth the cost of crude oil high, reducand wife, Evelyn, All of Murray; eight grandchildren; two stepgrand- ing the possibility that gas prices
children; two great-grandchildren.
could sink much lower, she said.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Peggy J. Parrish

Miss Ruth A. Lassiter

Graveside services for Miss Ruth A. Lassiter were Sunday at 2
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Jack Jones officiated.
Pallbearers were John Parker, Rob Poole, J.W. Cathey, Willie Jackson, Allen McCoy and Steve Sanders. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Miss Lassiter, 91, Poplar Street, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 17,
2000, at 6:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She had retired after serving as finance officer for the Murray City
Schools for 40 years. She received her bachelor of science degree in
education from Murray State College and was a member of Delta
Kappa Gamma sorority, First United Methodist Church and of Mattie
Belle Hays Circle of the UMW.
Born July 24, 1909, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Jesse Lassiter and Eula Thompson Lassiter Also preceding
her in death were two sisters, Annie Udell Lassiter and Mary Lassiter.
Survivors include several cousins.

"This makes ... crude oil become
more valuable, which in turn makes
all that is made from crude, including gasoline, more valuable," Lundberg said.
The average price of gasoline
during the pre-Thanksgiving weekend a year ago was $1.32 a gallon.
The national weighted average
price of unleaded gasoline, including taxes, at self-serve pumps Friday was $1.53 a gallon for regular, $1.63 a gallon for midgrade
and $1.72 a gallon for premium.
At full service pumps, the average price was $1.89 for regular.
$1.97 for midgrade and $2.05 for
premium.
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DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
money. Wives are on their own
busy career track. Their children
are often ignored, and life goes
speeding by in a deadly routine.
Even some grandparents are too
busy to keep the grandkids. I see
this kind of overcommitment as
the quickest route to the destruction of the family. And there simply must be a better way.
Some friends of mine recently
sold their house and moved into
a smaller and less ex pensive place
just so they could lower their payments and reduce the hours required
in the workplace. That kind of
downward mobility is almost
unheard of today; it's almost unAmerican. But when we reach the
end of our lives and we look back
on the things that mattered most,
those precious relationships with
people we love will rank at the
top of the list.
If friends and family will be a
treasure to us then, why not live
like we believed it today? That
may be the best advice I have
ever given anyone -- and the most
difficult to implement.
So keep your dream and your
passion. Work hard to achieve the
success you crave. But don't let
it become a 5 pound lemon that
destroys the rest of your crop. You'll
regret it if you do!
parents
QUESTION: When
need help with sex education, who
do you think should provide it?
DR. DOBSON: It is my strong
conviction that churches believing
in abstinence before marriage and
in lifelong marital fidelity should
step in and offer their help to
families sharing that commitment.
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USED
TRUCK SALE
2000 FORD F-150 XLT

4-Wheel Drive, Extended Cab,
Step Side, XLT Trim, Ott-Road Package, V8, Automatic - Only
35,000 Miles

2000 FORD F-150 XLT - Short Wheel Base, 4-Wheel Drive.
Red, Like New, Only 25,000 Miles
Extended Cab, 4-Wheel Drive, Lariat
Package, Leather Trim, Color Red w/Gold, Only 28,000 Miles
(2 To Choose From)

1999 FORD F-150 -

2000 FORD F-150 XLT -

Extended Cab, V8, Auto
Cab Steps, Like New, Only
Air,
&
Power
Full
n,
Transmissio
22,000 Miles

1999 FORD F-150 -

1998 FORD F-150 XLT -

Extended Cab, V8, Auto
38,000 Miles - 2 To Choose
Only
Transmission, Full Power & Air,
From - Color Red

coordinator of the privately funded $25 million project.
The gifts, which actually belong
to the United States, have "high
intrinsic value and high diplomatic value," Rutherford said. "Ther
are one of a kind."
The first shipment arrived in
six tractor-trailer trucks. Several
others will follow until Clinton
officially leaves the White House
on Jan. 20.

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — In the
hours before dawn. 50 tons of
President Clinton's memorabilia
were unloaded Sunday into an old
auto dealership remodeled to store
the country's largest presidential
collection.
The first shipment for the Clinton Presidential Library contained
paintings, antiques, books, and gifts
from the heads of state of foreign
countries, said Skip Rutherford,

or handled inadequately. What has
developed, unfortunately, is an
information vacuum that sets the
stage for far-reaching programs in
the public schools that go beyond
parental wishes, beginning in some
cases with kindergarten children.
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, ColWhere else will moms and dads orado Springs, CO 80903; or
find proponents of traditional moral- www.family.org. Questions and
ity in this permissive day? There answers are excerpted from "Solid
is no other agency or institution Answers," published by Tyndale
likely to represent the theology of House.
the church better than the church
itself. It is puzzling to me why
so few have accepted this challenge, given the attack on biblical concepts of morality today.
A few parents who enroll their
children in private schools are able
to get the help they need with
sex education. Even there, however, the subject is often ignored

ATTEND THE
CHURCH OF
YOUR CHOICE

Extended Cab, 4-Wheel Drive, Lariat
Package, One Owner
Off-Road
Side,
Step
Trim,

1998 FORD F-150 -

1998 FORD F-150 XLT -

Short-Wheel Base, V8, Auto.
Transmission, Color White, Only 20,000 Miles

1997 FORD F-150 - Short-Wheel Base, V8, Auto, Lariat Trim,
Like New, Only 50,000 Miles

1997 FORD F-150 -

Extended Cab, Lariat Trim, Leather
n, One Owner, White w/Gold
Transmissio
Interior, V8, Auto.
Two-Tone

1997 FORD F-150 XL - Sport Package, 2-Tone, 6 Cyl., 5
Speed, Color Red w/Gray, Clean, Only 50,000 Miles
1996 FORD F-150 XLT -

Long-Wheel Base, V8, Auto
Transmission, Power Windows & Locks, Tilt/Cruise, One
Owner, Only 45,000 Miles

1995 FORD F-150 - Extended Cab,4-Wheel Drive, XLT Trim,
V8, Auto Transmission, Like New, Only 50,000 Miles
XLT, Long-Wheel Base, V8, Auto, Full
Power & Air, 2 Tone, Only 28,000 Miles - 3 95 Models To Pick
From

1995 FORD F-150 -

1994 FORD F-150 XLT -

Short-Wheel Base, V8, Auto
Clean
Real
Transmission, Full Power, Air,

1995 FORD F-150 - Work Truck, V8, Auto. Transmission, With
tIlity Beds - 2 To Choose From

1998 DODGE RAM 1500 - Extended Cab Pick-up, SLT, V8,
Auto. Transmission, Like New, Only 19,000 Miles

1999 DODGE DAKOTA - Extended Cab Pick-up, V6, Auto.
Transmission, One Owner, Like New, Only 17,000 Miles

1997 CHEVROLET C-10 -

Silverado Pick-up, V8, Auto.
Only 29,000 Miles
New,
Like
Power,
Transmission, Full
Extended Cab, 6 Cyl., Auto
Transmission, Extra Clean, One Owner, Only 35,000 Miles

1996 CHEVROLET S-10 -

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Prices as of 9 a.m.

Some prices are now in dollars and cents.
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...10554.03 - 75.84 Intel
Kruger
31%
Air Products
1915,. Is LC & E
AT&T
Lucent Tech
41%,
Bell South
Mattel
Briggs & Stratton
McDonalds
Bristol Myers Squibb
16% unc Merck
Caterpillar
40.01 - 2.84 Microsoft
Daimler Chrysler
34'.+I. J.C. Penney
Dean Foods
+ 1 Pfizer. Inc
Exxon-Mobil
17'1 24 Quaker Oats
Firstar
24% -1 Schering-Plough
Ford Ntotor(Newt
;Pi -1/. Sears
General Electric
. Texaco
65112
Motors
General
Time Warner
Goodrich
Union Planters
0.35
18.09
Goodyear
11`. B 11%)% UST
HopFed Bank*
Wal-Nlart
102°..
I B NI
17'. -I. Worldcom Inc.
Ingersoll Rand
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
uric - price unchanged
Additional Information Available
Upon Request

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

41%6
+11.6
24% -1-146
20%
1311 -1/3
•S'S

89'.
68.- 1
10% unc
43%4-4
97 + 611,
43.+
30.95 - 0.46
71.49- 1.46
31% 23'. 48% - •
(5% +

HIWARD
Dr.)NIS
SNCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. HHliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Hwy. 641
1 mile
South of
Hazel
901-498-8161

Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Oho
StOre‘rsilde

1990 CHEVROLET C-1500 -

4-Wheel Drive, V8, Auto.
70,000 Miles
Only
Truck,
Good
Transmission, A Real

1990 CHEVROLET C-2500 - 3/4 Ton, Extended Cab, Long
Wheel Base, Real Clean, Color Red
Short-Wheel Base, White, Auto
Transmission, Like New With Only 9,000 Miles

1999 GMC SIERRA -

1 Ton Work Truck With Dump Body, 8
Cyl., Like New, Only 14,000 Miles

1997 FORD F-350 -

1 Ton with Like-New Utility Bed, V8,
59,000 Miles
Only
n,
Auto. Transmissio

1989 FORD F-350 -

3/4 Ton, Extended Cab, V8, Auto.
Transmission, XLT Trim, Like New, Only 50,000 Miles

1999 FORD F-250 -

1999 FORD Ranger XLT -

Extended Cab, V6, Auto
Miles
12,000
Only
n,
Tilt/Cruise,
Transmissio

1998 FORD Ranger XLT - Extended Cab, 4-Wheel Drive
V6, Auto. Full Power & Air, Only 18,000 Miles
Long-Wheel Base. 5 Speeo

1998 FORD Ranger XLT Transmission, Only 35,000 Miles

Extended Cab, 4-Wheel Drive, XLi
TrTn, V6, Auto. Transmission, Only 47,000 Miles

1996 FORD Ranger -

4-Wheel Drive, XLT Trim, V6,
Auto. Transmission, Miles In Low 20s - 2 To Pick From

1999 FORD Explorers XLT -

1998 CHEVROLET S-10 Blazer - 4-Wheel Drive, SLE

Fall Customer
Appreciation Sale!

Expires Nov. 30, 2000
Check Out Our Completely -In -The -Canals Aids
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Extended Cab. Lariat Package
Leather Trim, 2-Tone Point, One Owner, Clean

Dreams shouldn't destroy balance in life
always
QUESTION: I've
thought a man should be willing
to work and sacrifice to reach his
goals. I've heard you say "cool
the passion and postpone the
dream." That isn't the way I was
taught.
DR. DOBSON: There's nothing wrong with having a passion
and a dream. They should, however, be kept in balance with other
valuable components of your life
— your family and your relationship with God being chief among
them.
Let me illustrate that need to
keep the various components of
our lives in perspective. I read an
article in the Los Angeles Times
about a man whose goal in life
was to produce lemons of recordbreaking size from the tree in his
back yard. He came up with a
formula to do just that. He fertilized the tree with ashes from
the fireplace, some rabbit and goat
manure, a few rusty nails and
plenty of water.
That spring, the scrawny little
tree produced two gigantic lemons,
one weighing more than 5 pounds.
But every other lemon on the tree
was shriveled and misshapen. The
man is still working on his formula.
Isn't that the way it is in life?
Great investments in a particular
endeavor tend to rob others of
their potential. I'd rather have a
tree covered with juicy lemons
than a record-breaking but freakish crop, wouldn't you? Balance
is the word. It is the key to successful living — and parenting.
Husbands and wives who fill
their lives with a neverending volume of work are too exhausted
to take walks together, to share
their deeper feelings, to understand and meet each other's needs.
This breathless pace predominates
in millions of households, leaving
every member of the family frazzled and irritable. Husbands are
moonlighting to bring home more
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20% to
/ off
750

2-Wheel Drive. V8, Auto, EddiP
Bauer, White with Tan, Real Clean

1996 FORD EXPLORER -

4-Wheel Drive, 6 Cyl., Auto
Transmission, Clean, Good Mileage

1993 JEEP WRANGLER -

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Area Rugs
701

Includes.
ALL FLOORING (in-stock)
UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY FABRICS
NEW FURNITURE PIECES
PICTURES & ACCESSORIES

Trim

eather Interior V6. Auto. Transmission, Only 40,000 Miles

Main St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-5273
WWW.paricertord.com
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Salmon, Miller
present club lesson
Ann Salmon and Legenia Miller
presented the major lesson on
"Grains" at the November meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant.
The lesson leaders discussed
the many different kinds of food
that have grain in them and the
body's need for grain. They said
also that Calloway County was
one of the largest producers of
grain.
Eleven members of the club
answered the roll call by giving
something each was thankful. One
guest was Amy Hester who joined
the club.
The homemaker thought for the
month was "Something to be
Thankful of is that you are here
/o be thankful."
' Ann Daniell gave the devotion
on "Criticizing" with scripture from

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Luke 17:1-3.
A report on the county and area
annual days was given by Martha
Butterworth, president. She also
reported on the council meeting.
The club voted to send a check
to help with the Christmas party
for the patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
The recreation was led by Mrs.
Salmon.
Other members present were
Emma Lou Albin, Pawnee Bedwell, Elaine Collins, Fern Darnell,
Della Outland, Grace Parker and
Imogene Palmer.
The club will go to Lake Barkley
State Park Lodge for Bingo and
lunch for its Christmas party on
Dec. 5.
The next regular meeting will
be Jan. 13 at 9:30 a.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus Restaurant.

Former Murrayan will
celebrate 100th birthday
Mrs. Myrtle E. Futrell, formerly
.of 1001 West Poplar St.. Murray,
will celebrate her 100th birthday
:on Nov. 22, 2000.
: She has been a resident of the
'Christian Health Center, Hop,kinsville, since December 1994.
• A celebration to honor birthday will be on Thursday, Thanks'giving day. at the health center.
Cards and letters may be mailed
to her as follows: Myrtle E. Futrell,
c/o Margarett Morse, 345 Irish
Circle #16, Hopkinsville, KY
42240.
Mrs. Futrell was an avid gardener and for many years worked
as a sitter at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
: Her husband, Rupert Ivan
:Futrell, a native of Calloway Coun:ty, died in 1965. Mrs. Futrell was
:born in East Calloway County being
:the daughter of the late Lonnie
E. and Jennie Ross Morris.
Her four brothers were Ruby
.A.. Rubin J., Ernest and Dallas
'Morris.
Mrs. Futrell's children are Mary
Margarett Morse of Hopkinsville,
John M. Futrell of Tupelo, Miss.,
and Patricia A. Wells of Raleigh.
N.C.
Her four grandchildren are

JO'S DATEBOOK

MYRTLE E. FUTRELL
Ronald E. Moss, G. Thomas Wells
Jr., Michael C. Wells and Becky
Futrell Turner.
Her seven great-grandchildren
are Monica Moss Shelton. John
Clark Moss, Cameron Futrell Wells,
Emory Highsmith Wells, JohnThomas Wells, Allen Whitfield
Turner and Brooke Elizabeth Turner.
Her two great-great-grandchildren are Jessica L. Shelton and
Caitlyn L. Shelton.

BIRTHS
Gabriel Harrell Newsom
Phylis and Mark Newsom of Franklin. Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Gabriel Harrell Newsom, born on Monday. Oct. 16. 2000.
Two brothers are John Mark and Peter.
Grandparents are Georgia and Philip Harrell of Murray and Jane
Newsom of Franklin. Tenn.

Watch for our Holiday
Gift Guide coming
Tuesday, November 21st.

I am so proud of the traffic lights at several intersections
that have the special arrows to make left hand turns. This is
especially good at the ones recently installed at the intersections
on South 12th Street at Sycamore and Poplar Streets.
What would be really wonderful would be the installation of
a turning signal light at the Five Points intersection of North
16th Street, Chestnut Street and Coldwater Road. Many times
going north on North 16th Street you have to wait through
three or four light changes before you are able to go through
the intersection while someone is waiting to turn left on Chestnut Street or Coldwater Road.
It is amazing at the growth of this intersection. Many of our
former residents coming back for visits could hardly recognize
the area. Progress is great. The Murray State University sign
at the intersection is very nice and gives a warm welcome.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program will be by Kay
Bates & Company. Hostesses will be Martha Crafton, Vicky Crafton,
Julia Caldwell, Joanne Cavitt, Rosetta Todd, Nancy Swanson and
Melisa Stark.

Mr and Mrs. Al Hewett

Anniversary reception
will be held Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Al Hewett of Dickson. Tenn., will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 25.
A reception in their honor will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Senior
Citizens Center, 206 W. Walnut St., Dickson, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hewett were married on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 23,
1950, by the Rev. A.G. Childers at his home in Mayfield. Their attendants were Delores Cleaver and Jimmy Vance, both of Murray.
Mrs. Hewett, the former Elsie Humphreys, is the daughter of the
late Cas Humphreys and Myrtle Cooper Humphreys of Calloway County. A former employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company. she is now employed by Mid Cumberland Transit at Dickson.
Mr. Hewett is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Hewett of
Orlando, Fla. A former employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he is retired from Kentex of Nashville, Tenn.
The couple has two daughters, Mrs. Melessa Stapp and husband,
Byron, and Miss Melinda Hewett, all of Dickson, Tenn.

Suburban Homemakers
hear lesson from Miller
Lou McGary-Hitzler and Rosanna Miller were hostesses for the
meeting of the Suburban Homemakers Club held Nov. 13 at 7
p.m. at the McGary-Hitzler home.
The lesson on "Different Kinds
of Grains" was presented by Mrs.
Miller.
She said "at the base of the
food pyramid are the grain products - breads, cereals, rice and pasta,
important sources of complex carbohydrates, B-vitamins, iron, magnesium, calcium and fiber."

UPN24 supports e ort
UPN24 has joined local businesses and the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve in the 2000 Toys for Tots
Campaign. which lasts until Dec.
10.
The staff of UPN24 wants to

InVtilTOPI PfDUCT1011 Stilt
7-.4••

"Top of the Line"
9000 Memory Craft

Mid-Priced Models 5124
11,4

Sergers 634-D
t--1

NOW ONLY

1,999

Miller added "it is recommended
that each person have 6 to 11
servings of the grains each day.
The use of grains in soups and
salads are a great way ti incorporate them into our diet."
The devotion was given by
Rachel Hendon who read a poem
titled "Home."
Jo Farley, president, presided.
Plans were made for a Christmas
potluck at the home of Rachel
Hendon on Dec. 11 at 6 p.m.
Nine members were present.

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

'449

425

All Janome/New Home Machines On Sale!

95 Chestnut • Murray (Across from Ryan Milk Co.• 270-753-3444 • 1-800-346-8227
Visit Our Website: www.designaquilt.com

thank all who have contributed so
far.
This year UPN24 has set up
toy bins in Fred's Dollar Store.
Wal-Mart and Big Lots in Murray and K-Mart in Mayfield.
Donations of new toys can be
placed in the bins, and the toys
will be distributed locally.
UPN24 appreciates the opportunity to work with the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserves and the community on the 2000 Toys for Tots
campaign.
The station is a broadcast service of Murray State University
committed to service in the community.
For more information contact
Glenda Jones at 270-762-2400.

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,
or Social Event
in the
Murray Ledger
& Times.
you'll be glad
you did!

i mmonsofflommentawil

Quilt Lovers on Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday in the meeting room
of the Calloway County Public Library. The room will open at
5:30 p.m. with the meeting to start at 6 p.m. Peggy Smith, president, from the Magic Thimble will show various techniques and
uses. This is open to all interested persons.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Children's events at library
"Thanksgiving" will be the theme of the children's programs at
the Calloway County Public Library this week. Tuesday events will
be Story Time for children, 12 to 24 months, accompanied by an
adult from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Time for preschool children,
3 to 6 years, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Wednesday events will be
Parents and Twos for children, 24 to 36 months, accompanied by
an adult, at 9:30 a.m. and another Preschool Story Time at 10:30
a.m. For, information call the library at 753-2288.

Food Addicts on Tuesday
Food Addicts Anonymous will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Newman House, 220 North 13th St., Murray. For information call
Eveline at 1-270-841-5688.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. for lunch at Tom's Grille. For
information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at
753-3516.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center (rear entrance). Calendar
planning will be made for the next month. The SOS for is for singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information
call Barbara at 436-5032. Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Vicky after
4 p.m. at 759-5395.

Drug and Alcohol meeting Monday
Signs and symptoms of drug and alcohol use in teens and preteens will be discussed by Steve Alexander, Certified Professional
Counselor of Four Rivers Behavioral Center on Monday from 7 to
8 p.m. at the Murray High School Library. Parents of middle and
high school students are invited to attend the event, sponsored by
MHS FTC). For information call Suzanne Seeley at 759-9749.

!AAP Chapter will meet
The Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals® will meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. at Boulder's
Restaurant. Kathy Stanfa, registered dietitian, will present a program on "Fat Traps - Nutrition in Disguise." Those interested in
a professional organization check the chapter's web site at www.jaaphq.org or call Laura Dziekonski, membership chair, at 753-4926.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the school library.

Lodge meeting Monday
to

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

Calloway Schools plan flu shots
Flu shots are scheduled to be given at all of the Calloway
County Schools on Nov. 29 and 30. The required form will be
sent home with the students. Parents are asked to check back-packs
for the form and to return it to the school if they want their children to have a flu shot. For more information contact your child's
school.

HAVE LOCAL NEWS TO REPORT
CALL 753-1916
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Wetlands habitat has water problem
was never intended to operate continuously.
"Part of the problem has been
maybe some of the folks in the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
sort of expected this • thing to be
"We're just confronting a situ- pumping a greater amount of time
ation there where the river for a and at a higher pumping capacicouple of years is at a level that ty than it was designed for," said
the data did not back up. We used Chuck Parrish, a spokesman for
30 years' worth of data to decide the corps.
where to place the intakes, but
Area residents are feeling the
the water flow has seen some big economic impact.
fluctuations."
Hunting at the wildlife area has
declined in the past decade, said
The U.S. Army Corps of Engi- state Fish and Wildlife Commisneers says the Ohio River is sus- sioner Tom Bennett.
ceptible to low flows upstream,
Stephen Bridges, whose family
where it meets the Mississippi. owns a 700-acre farm adjacent to
The project was designed to han- the wildlife area, said many busidle that situation, but the recent nesses "survive on the fall hunthistoric low flows were not antic- ing" of the 100,000 Canada geese
ipated.
and 30,000 ducks that state wildlife
Another issue, say corps -offi- officials estimate converge on the
cials, is that the pumping system region with the onset of colder
weather.
"The more wetlands, the better," said Ricky Waldon, a guide
and lodge owner who caters to
corporate clients paying $600 .a
day to take in the remote lakes
and ponds. "It will help everybody out."
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The ers praising the elaborate producperformtion and Carrey's manic
Grinch stole the box office.
Jim Carrey's live-action version ance as the holiday boogeyman.
Reviews did not matter, though,
of the Dr. Seuss classic "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas" opened considering the built-in audience
with a whopping $55.1 million in of fans who adore the Dr. Seuss
ticket sales, pushing "Charlie's book and TV cartoon, said Paul
of
president
Dergarabedian,
Angels" out of the top spot.
tracks
which
Relations,
Exhibitor
It was the fifth-best movie debut
ever and a record for a non-sequel box office earnings. Distributor Universal also generated substantial
or prequel.
"Rugrats in Paris: The Movie" hype by blanketing the country
opened in second place with $23 with a Grinch marketing blitz, he
million, about $4 million less than added.
"This is a family film that w
the first "Rugrats" grossed two
to any critical thrashimpervious
years ago, according to studio estireceived," Dergarabeit
that
ings
mates Sunday.
everyFinal figures were to be released dian said. "The Grinch was
a kid,
you're
if
Especially
where.
Monday.
know
not
could
you
way
no
there's
After two weekends at the top,
to
coming
was
Grinch
the
that
third
to
"Charlie's Angels" slipped
town."
place with $13.7 million, for a
The movie drew strongly from
total of $93.6 million.
audiences and age groups, said
all
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's
Rocco, Universal's head of
Nikki
cloning thriller "The 6th Day"
Playing in 3,127 thedistribution.
opened in fourth place with $13.2
Grinch" averaged
"The
aters,
million. The debut of "Bounce."
compared to
cinema,
per
$17,621
Affleck
Ben
a romance starring
for
locations
2,934
in
$7,839
and Gwyneth PaWow,was next with
Paris."
in
"Rugrats
$11.5 million.
Estimated ticket sales for FriThe overall box office soared,
through Sunday at North Amerday
with the top 12 movies grossing
theaters, according to Exhibitor
ican
$148.3 million, up 42 percent from
Co. Inc.
Relations
the same weekend last year.
Seuss' How the Grinch
"Dr.
I.
more
two
brings
weekend
Next
$55.1 million
Christmas,"
Stole
big films: "102 Dalmatians" and
The Movie
Paris:
in
"Rugrats
2.
"Unbreakable," which reunites
million.
$23
writer-director M. Night Shyamalan
3. "Charlie's Angels," $13.7 miland Bruce Willis, from the superlion.
natural sensation "The Sixth Sense."
4. "The 6th Day," $13.2 milMany studio executives and analion.
and
entries
new
the
lysts expect
5. "Bounce," $11.5 million.
holdovers will make for a record
6. "Men of Honor," $8 million.
Thanksgiving weekend, topping last
7. "Little Nicky," $7.7 million.
year's $225.5 million.
8. "Meet the Parents," $6.4 mil"The Grinch," directed by Ron
Howard and produced by Brian lion.
9. "The Legend of Bagger
Grazer, received mixed reviews,
with some critics calling it Vance," $2.9 million.
10. "Red Planet," $2.7 million.
overblown and uncreative and oth-

BANDANA, Ky. (AP) — The
recent, unusually low level of the
Ohio River — and a water-pump
intake built too high to reach it
— are causing a water shortage
at an 850-acre seasonal wetlands
habitat placed next to the Ballard
County Wildlife Management Area.
The wildlife area was expanded in an effort to keep ducks and
geese from being driven off by noise
and river traffic when the nearby
Olmstead Lock and, Dam opened.
But the pump problem has greatly reduced the impact of the socalled "Bucks for Ducks" project
dedicated two years ago at a cost
of $5.7 million.
The $2.3 million pumping system was to deliver water to the
habitat. In the past two years, it
has been largely ineffective.
"I don't know if I would characterize it as a mistake or a design

deficiency, either one," said Larry
Bibelhauser, project manager of
the $1 billion dam, which was
built to bolster navigation on the
river.

`Grinch'steals
box office lead

By agreement with the Corps,
the state operates the 28,000-gallon-a-minute pump and maintains
the flooding system during its September-to-November operating season.
Bennett said recent rain in the
upper Ohio River basin made it
possible to draw more water this
past week than has been the case
lately.
But Charlie Wilkins, area supervisor for the Ballard wildlife area,
said the pumping may have to
stop again soon because the river
level is likely to fall once more,
just when the duck flyover is getting intense.
"You want to he able to stop
ducks when they are moving south,
and you do that with water," said
Wilkins. -Everybody is aware we
have the water-delivery system,
but it's hard to explain to laymen
why the pump isn't on."
Officials plan to fix the problem by next fall. The options range
from redesigning and rebuilding
the intake system, which would
cost up to $1 million, to less costly alternatives like bringing in
portable pumps during times of
low river flow.

NAMED.. Officers for the sixth-grade Junior Beta Club from
Calloway County Middle School are president-Keela Evans,
vice president-Evan Patton, secretary-Haley White, treasurer-Kelsie Hall.

011NNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest
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Ancient Indian drawings
found in Wisconsin cave
LA CROSSE, Wis. (AP) — An
amateur archaeologist searching in
a cave for ancient Indian art found
charcoal drawings that date back
more than 1,000 years.
The drawings on the cave walls
depict bow hunters taking aim at
game, pregnant does and thunderbirds.
"When I saw the drawings, I
was blown away. I thought this is
too much — they must be fake,"
said the discoverer, Dan Arnold.
"My first impression was they
were drawn by stoned hippies,
because there's a lot of abstract
art."
Arnold made the discovery in
1998 but kept the find secret until
officials could map the cave, photograph the art and construct an
iron gate to prevent thieves or
vandals from getting in. Authorities are not revealing the site,
which is somewhere in southeastern Wisconsin.
Ernie Boszhardt, an archaeologist with the Mississippi Valley
Archaeology Center, said he was

(# ,

fr

stunned by the drawings.
In addition to more than 100
drawings and carvings, Boszhardt
found remains of a moccasin and
birch bark torches possibly used
by the artists, who are believed
to be ancestors of today's Ho-Chunk
Indian tribe.
The discovery doubles the
known number of ancient Indian
cave paintings and carvings in
Wisconsin.
Authorities determined through
carbon dating that the paintings
were made around 900 A.D. It is
the first time Wisconsin cave art
has been conclusively dated, and
archaeologists may now be able
to determine the age of other drawings by comparing them with the
cave art.
State archaeologist Robert Birmingham said he believes the cave
was used for rituals.
"They're not simply drawings
left behind on the wall to sort of
class up the place," Birmingham
said.

3 TANNING VISITS for 15.00
or
TAN ALL MONTH for $29.95
GM Certificates Available • Expires Dec 31st
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-c•c`cCutting Edge
Hair • Tan • Spa
Located Behind Crack"); Barrel • 769-3343

Terms of Sale: Cash, Approved Checks, Visa. & MasterCard Accepted.
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GERALD CLAY WELL
K Cooperative Extension Agent

I Lkel.

Grain marketing meeting
scheduled for Nov. 29

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
this Terrier mix dog, male, eight weeks old, named Bogger,
left, and this Calico cat, four months old, named Fancy,
among the many animals available for adoption. Shelter
officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost
of found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday
and closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

"I can steer
you toward
a better
value in car
insurance."

See State Farm Agent:
Mark Lewis
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9627

(

STATE FARM

INSURANCE.

Riggins is very competent in
Grain producers in western Kentucky have production methods in grain marketing and his expertise
in the field is highly respected
a fairly solid grasp.
Most producers can crank out throughout the United States.
Riggins will share his knowlproduction of corn, wheat, and
soybeans, but some have major edge and experience with the group
concerns of how to market the on when, how, and what time cercommodities to the best potential tain commodities should be placed
to gain the most from the pro- on the market.
Again, the complexity of grain
duction.
allows for several options
marketing
Marketing concerns for producers vary from one producer to to take place within the whole
another. Some producers stay in scheme of selling commodities,
constant contact with the markets and these options will be disand act quickly to changes that cussed.
may take place..
Riggins also shares with the
On the contrary, some produc- attendees the crop outlook in other
ers may not have the time, infor- countries that ultimately has affect
mational equipment or knowledge upon prices in the United States.
base to make the fast paced deciTimes that we live in have
sions to market grain at top per- forced grain
producers to use inforformance.
mation throughout the globe to
Variance in knowledge when
help them secure sound solid mardealing with grain marketing is
keting decisions.
not in disgrace to anyone because
Many factors can and will affect
efficiently marketing crop is a
and every angle of marprices
product of very complex issues
keting
be examined by grain
should
that go into the decision making
producers.
processes.
If you are a grain producer or
On Nov. 29, a grain marketing
in charge of marketing
someone
downstairs
place
take
will
meeting
grain
farming operation, don't
a
for
of the George Weaks Community
miss
meeting.
this
Center in the Senior Citizens area.
The meeting will be informaThe meeting will begin at 7
with real knowledge to take
tive
a.m., and will feature Dr. Steve
to the farm and apply to
back
Riggins, University of Kentucky
marketing
strategies.
Specialist.
Grain Marketing

Calloway County Farm Bureau Women who attended the
Women's Leadership Conference in Louisville are (from left):
Linda Workman, Judy Overbey and Judy Cunningham. Not
pictured is Shawn Workman.

Dry conditions
frustrate farmers

Farmers feel pressures
of suburban sprawl
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
growing number of farmers who
live on the outskirts of Jefferson
County are bowing to pressure
from developers and selling their
land.

Like a good neighbor, State F111111 is there
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insur.mce Compam not in MI
State Farm Indemnm. Compam NJ I • Home (11-rkes Bloomington. Illinois

statefarm.comna

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times call
(270) 753-1916
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"an Ott fadlioneb
Burrap Cbri5tnia5 Parabt"
[he Murray Rotary Club's annual Christmas Parade will be held on
Saturday, December 2nd. To again guarantee a truly fabulotnChristmas parade or by being a spectator, please decorate in a trail]
tional old fashioned Christmas theme.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and in h,“
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will
be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Commercial
Division. The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an
excellent way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some
money at the same time. First place prize in each division will
receive $150.
As in the past years, entrants will line up at 9:00, Saturday, Dec
2nd on 10th St. and proceed downtown. The parade will begin
at 10:00 a.m.
Parade co-chairmans are Sarah Curd & Johnny Bohannon
Mail Entries To:
"Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411
Murray, KY 42071

More than 15,000 homes have
been built in Oldham, Shelby,
Spencer and Bullitt counties in the
past decade, making them among
Kentucky's fastest-growing spots.
In all, nearly 70,000 acres of farmland have disappeared in the counties in the 10 years before 1997,
the latest figure available.
The building boom comes as
Jefferson County is filling up —
its population grew by only 1.2
percent in the past decade — leaving farmers in surrounding counties with a major role in determining the speed and location of
the area's growth.
The number of farms sold is
expected to continue to increase
as development pressures raise the
value of farmland, and as aging
farmers near retirement with few
of their children wanting to take
over the operations.
The financial incentives are powerful. Farmers can get from $2,000
to $30,000 per acre, according to
property experts. A 200-acre tract
selling for $9,000 an acre, for
example. could bring a farmer $1.8
million, before paying off real-estate
fees, taxes and any outstanding
debts.

SYLVESTER, Ga. (AP) — Jerald Carter struggled to keep his
peanuts and cotton alive during
the summer drought. Now that those
crops are almost harvested, he has
another concern: Will his land
receive enough rain to germinate
winter wheat seed.
It's extremely dry from southwestern
Virginia to eastern
Louisiana, forcing producers to
feed cattle the hay they would
normally use during the coldest winter months and hindering the planting of winter wheat and other
cover crops.

mounted to a fence post near his
office in a weathered, 75-year-old
farm house with three rocking chairs
on the front porch. His 2,000-acre
farm is located near a southwestern Georgia community called
Anderson City, about 10 miles south
of Sylvester. Farmers gather at
Carter's Grocery, built by his father
in 1947, to sip coffee and chat.

Carter, 58, and his 27-year-old
son, Joel, grow winter wheat to
protect their land from wind and
soil erosion. They reap a small
profit from it in the spring, when
few other crops are mature.
"There's not much money in it
"The pastures are in bad shape,"
to begin with. If you have to water
said Becky Walton, a spokeswoman,
it, you're backing up," said Jerfor the South Carolina Department
ald Carter, who has irrigation but
of Agriculture. "They're feeding
is reluctant to use it because it
their hay now, and South Caroliincreases production costs.
na is a hay-deficit state. When we
have a shortage — when it doesSome of the Carters' rIbnds ran
n't rain and we don't get the growdry during the summer, leaving
ing season we need — they have
120 acres of cotton and 160 acres
to use what they have stored for
of peanuts to wither in the intense
winter."
heat and sunshine.
Joel Carter, who has been farmWinter wheat is a relatively ing six years, said low commodminor crop in the South, com- ity prices and the drought have
pared with tobacco, peanuts and
made him question his choice of
cotton. Eighteen states, mostly in
occupations.
the West and Midwest, produced
Dewey Lee, a University of
the bulk of the crop last year. The
grain agronomist, said
Georgia
Texas,
were
leading Southern states
with 6.2 million acres, North Car- higher fuel prices and low comolina, with 650,000 and Tennessee modity prices probably will mean
fewer acres of wheat in Georgia
with 500,000.
during the current planting seaSouthern farmers are expected son.
to devote about 11 million acres
Wheat is especially popular with
to the crop this year, including farmers who practice conservation
8.5 million acres in Texas, 720,000 tillage, also known as limited-till
acres in North Carolina and 580,000 farming. They harvest the wheat
acres in Tennessee.
or kill it with herbicides in the
The National Agricultural Sta- spring and plant cotton or peanuts
tistics Service reports that rain has in the stubble. Instead of plowing
held up planting in Texas and low the field,. they use a tool that
moisture has stressed the crop in makes a small groove in the soil,
just large enough for the seed.
North Carolina.
"It increases organic matter,
Carter and other Georgia farm250,000
plant
with erosion and increases
to
helps
expected
are
ers
acres of winter wheat, worth the water holding capacity (of the
between $30 million and $40 mil- soil)," said extension agent Scott
Monfort. "It saves time and trips
lion.
Carter has a plastic rain gauge across the field."

Year End Stock Reduction
9 In Stock
2000 Chevrolet Cavalier

$
199.0..

or Call
The Chamber of'
Commerce
753-5171

*S1.100 down or trade equity, plus tax. title &
license Amount financed S9.400 00 xl 9 900 60
mos payment S199 67 mo

Name:__
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:

INICIElICIL WX—NIC

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtaylorOldd.net
Entries should be received by Thurs., Nov. 30 at .5 p.

iii

1

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETINC.
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-2617
••

•

ri
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flaPPYItiowin9 CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period .1

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10c per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$150 extra for Shopper I Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) 82 50 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

I ii,pIA‘

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

in Memory
LORIE
ANN SCOTT

YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION
010

010
Legals

Ever watchful and always true,
An angel meant for only you.
To guide through darkness to the light.
To defend your day and guard your
night.
May angelic peace come shining through
And hurry the blessings of God to you.
We love you and we miss you
R.J, Michelle, Mom,
Dad,& Rick
010

Estate of: Dortha
Lillian Eaker, 400
North 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
#00-P-00267;
CoFiduciary: Gary Don
Eaker, 5991 U.S.
Highway 641 South,
Hazel, KY 42049; CoFiduciary: Patricia
Knott, 2342 Crossland
Road, Murray, KY
42071;
Appointed:
November 15, 2000;
Attorney: William C.
Adams, 291 Main
Street, P.O. Box 1419
Murray, KY 42071

6:00 P.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
GEORGE WEAKS COMMUNITY CENTER
607 POPLAR STREET
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has scheduled a Public
Information meeting to discuss the reconstruction of US 641 from the
Tennessee State line to Murray, Kentucky in Calloway County. The
purpose of the meeting is to inform the public of the scoping study,
discuss various environmental and technical issues concerning the
area under consideration, and solicit ideas and opinions that will help
the Cabinet make decisions about the study. Anyone having an interest in this scoping study is urged to attend this meeting.
The open public meeting will have a brief presentation at 6:00 p.m.,
followed by an open exhibit area where officials will be prepared to
answer questions and/or receive public input. The exhibits will outline the project area and describe the potential environmental and
engineering impacts. The exhibits will also be available for viewing
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. local time for fifteen (15.
)days after the
meeting at the Kentucky Department of Highways District 1 Office,
5501 Kentucky Dam Road, Paducah, Kentucky.
Both written and oral statements will be accepted at the meeting. A
recorder will be made available for those who desire to make oral
statements and a comment sheet will be distributed to make it more
convenient to provide written comments. Written statements will be
accepted at the meeting and for a period of fifteen (15)days after the
Public Information meeting. Written statements should be addressed
to Annette Coffey, P.E., Director, Division of Planning, 125 Holmes
Street, Frankfort, Kentucky 40622, or returned using the postagepaid comment sheet. All recorded and written statements will become
part of the official record. Once compiled, the summary of this meeting and other supporting documentation will be made available for
review and copying only after an Open Records Request has been
received and approved. All Open Records requests must be submitted
to the Transportation Cabinet, Department of Administrative
Services, State Office Building Frankfort, Kentucky 40622.
In accordance with the "Americans With Disabilities Act," if you have
a disability for which the Transportation Cabinet needs to provide
accommodations, please notify us of your requirements by December
4, 2000. This request does not have to be in writing. Please contact D.
Wayne Mosley, Chief District Engineer, District 1 — Paducah, P.O.
Box 3010, Paducah, Kentucky, 42002-3010 or call 270/898-2431

LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
LEGAL NOTICE
Sid Easley, Executor
of the Estate of
A(n) final settlement
Nicholas
Dworski, of accounts has been
filed in Calloway
#99-P-175, deceased.
Exceptions to this District Court by
settlement must be Belinda
Higgins,
filed in the Calloway ExeCutrix
of the
County District Court Estate of James Buel
on or before December Hopkins, #00-P-098, (Let us put you in touch with the
deceased.
best services in town.
4, 2000.
Exceptions to this
Ann Wilson,
Estate of: Mary S.
You Can Advertise Here For
Circuit Court Clerk settlement must be
Moyer, 1414 Dudley
filed in the Calloway $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
Drive, Murray, KY
County District Court
LEGAL NOTICE
42071; #00-P-00262:
FUNERALS
A(n) final settlement on or before December
Fiduciary: Suzanne
Moyer Kesslar, 391 of accounts has been 4, 2000.
Dallas Willoughby
Ann Wilson.
Radio Road, Almo, KY filed in Calloway
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Circuit
District
Clerk
42020;
Court by
Appointed:
Preplanning,
November 8, 2000; Phillip S. Sparks,
Executor of the Estate
Attorney: N/A
A Gift of Love
of Lois Stiles Sparks,
Notice
Estate of: Audrey #00-P-007, deceased.
and Kindness. 170-753-2411
Exceptions to this
Evalena Barnett, 511
FOR lease
Hunters
Paradise Wildlife Refuge
Temple Hill Drive, settlement must be
MI. Churchill Funeral Home
270-489-2116 leave mesAlmb, KY 42020; #00- filed in the Calloway
201 S. 3rd • Murray. KY 42071
sage will return call
P-00263; Fiduciary: County District Court
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs. Owners
Lee C. Barnett Jr., 562 on or before December
Temple Hill Drive, 4, 2000.
Ann Wilson,
Almo, KY 42020;
Lou V. McGary
Circuit Court Clerk
Appointed: November
8,' 2000; Attorney:
Does Your Policy Pay 100r;
LEGAL NOTICE
Gerald Beli, P.O. Box
of the Deductibles?
A(n) final settlement
1075, Murray, KY
MEDICARE
of accounts has been
42071.
SUPPLEMENT
filed in Calloway
You are responsible for the deductible that
Estate of: Donald A. District Court by
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
PADUCAH
Terry
Shoemaker,
Jones, 2210 Quail
Part B. Call me for more information.
TECHNICAL
Creek, Murray, KY Executor of the Estate
COLLEGE
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
42071; #00-P-00265; of Myrtie Shoemaker,
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fiduciary:
Karen #00-P-079, deceased.
Exceptions to this
Hockenbury,
1115
509 S. 30th St.
North 2nd, Arkansas settlement must be
Paducah, KY
filed
in
Calloway
the
KS
City,
67005;
Appointed: November County District Court
Call Toll Free
15, 2000; Attorney: on or before December
-• qv.. Ali Types of Refuse Set'..,
Benjamin J. Look- 4. 2000.
•118111101•'
1-800-995-4438
1•800-585-6033
Ann Wilson,
ofsky, P.O. Box 696,
I. Attention That liark% '
Circuit Court Clerk
Mayfield, KY 42066
\NIL

BISIESSIS4,

INSURAN

Commercial
Waste Disposal

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel

Will Be Open Thanksgiving Day 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Home Cooked Food
Chicken & Dressing & All The Trimmings

lost and Found

Have You Seen
Our Dog?

Blue Heeler, white with black
spots Scar over right eye
from an accident If you see
him or have any information.
please contact us
Lost in Anderson Shore
area

A REWARD WILL BE GIVEN
Call 474-2442
Pager 742-9243
Mobile 519-4491
FOUND 11-4-00 Black Si
grey Blue healer (mix? ,
cattle type dog Call to
identify and claim 753-

7997
LOST (New Concord area)
unneutered male black &
white Beagle wearing red
collar. last see Wed 11-17
Hesley Dr (near Kline Rd)
If found or know whereabouts please call. 4362018 (Leave message)
Family pet
060
Help Wanted
FULL Time
Immediate Opening.

Operate commercial mail
processing equipment.
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform minor
repair and maintenance.
Driving and lifting required.
Basic computer skills helpful. Health Insurance after
3 months. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail.
87 spruce St. eB, Murray,
Ky.
LOOKING For:
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office opening in Murray. No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.
MURRAY 96 hour Principal
Real Estate License Night.
beginning
Classes
December 4th. Class start
time, 5:30- 9:15pm. MonTueWed,
Through
February 2nd. Credit cards
Nelcome. Now enrolling
nigh pass ratio. Free information. Phone 270-7920778. Fax 270-586-8083
Debris Adams School
Amencan Career Training
since 1992. Approved by
Kentucky Real Estate

Commission.
PRODUCTION supervisor
with growing direct mail
company
Supervise

DERMATOLOGY
of Murray
has a part - time position
(20 hours a week) available immediately for person with excellent phone
skills and who enjoys working with people. Duties to
also include filing and other
front office responsibilities.
If interested, please send a
typewritten resume with a
handwritten cover letter to.
300 South 8th St., Suite
281-W, Murray, KY 42071
by 11/28/00. Absolutely no
telephone inquiries.
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regional)
telecommunications
firm seeks applicants for
the position of Telephone
Receptionist. This full time
entry level position is
responsible for answering
multiple lines and passing
calls to proper person or
department. maintaining
list of staff not in the office,
messages, and other
duties within busy office
environment as needed
Experience with multi-line
key system a plus. The
employer does not discriminate on the base of race.
religion, color, sex, age,
national origin, or disability
Resumes must be sent to
West
Kentucky
Rural
Telephone Cooperative.
Attention:
Personnel
Department, P.O. Box 649.
Mayfield, Ky 42066-0649.
and must arrive before
November 29,2000. NO
phone calls will be accepted concerning this position
POSITION Available
Part-time position approximately 25 hrs per week.
Applicants must have
knowledge of computers,
intemet, accounting, and
good communication skills.
Must be a self-starter.
Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway
Board of Reaftors
415 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky 42071.
EOE

Apply in person or send
resume to Automated
Direct Mail. 87 Spruce St
*B. Murray, KY 42071
APARTMENT and maintains person, Like plumbing and electric supply
truck and tools for acceptable applicant Call 7538756 between 6-7pm

Help Wanted

Coordinator of Student Teaching/Lecturer
Teacher Education Services, Murray State
University. Full time non-tenure track faculty
position. Position to begin January 2001.
Qualifications: Master's Degree; public
school and/or college level teaching experience, experience in administering student
teaching placement programs, demonstrated
ability in database management for tracking
students in a performance based program,
excellent communication skills and strong
organizational ability. Responsibilities:
Coordination of placement and supervision of
approximately 300 student teachers each year.
Conduct student teaching seminars/supervision workshops. Travel to area schools for
supervision as well as collaboration with area
school teachers/administrators. Some teaching
will also be involved. Application Deadline:
December 1, 2000. To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and the names, addresses
and phone numbers of three references to:
Dean's Office, College of Education, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University. is an equal education and
employment opportunity.
M/F/D. AA employer.

JOB OPENINGS
Jakel. Inc. has full time job openings available for their day and
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
and life insurance, paid holidays
and vacations. If you are interested
in working with a company which
has never had a layoff, with benefits and can work one of the following shifts apply in person:
• Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
(overtime usually available)
• Evening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Friday
• 4 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Jakel, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

Old Country Store

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available

employees,
maintain
equipment. responsible for

on- time completion of customer lobs Leadership
skills desired Mechanical
aptitude with ability to learn
specialized equipment and
a specialized industry
Salary plus profit sharing

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060
Notice

TUESDAY,DECEMBER 12, 2000

New Career,
New Attitude,
New Life

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Fri. 11
Fri 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

020

Legals

Legals

TO DISCUSS THE RECONSTRUCTION OF US 641
FROM THE TENNESSEE STATE LINE
TO MURRAY, KENTUCKY
IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
ITEM NO.01-314.00

An angel formed
ofpurest love,
Is sent to you from God above.

Estate of: Mallary
Moreland
France,
2218 Quail Creek
Road, Murray, KY
42071; #00-P-00261;
Co-Fiduciary: William
Kehr France, 2218
Quail Creek Road,
Murray, KY 42071;
Co-Fiduciary: Nancey
Ellen
Moreland
France, 2218 Quail
Creek Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
November 8, 2000;
Attorney: Richard W.
Jones, 105 North 6th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.

010

ADJUSTMENTS

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING

GUARDIAN(K,
ANGEL

The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within
six
months of date of
qualification.

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

Just Say "Charge It"

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A

March 26, 1968
November 20, 1998

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

ea

Publish

*Grill Cook

Prep Cook/Experience With Steam Kettle Cooking Helpful
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental Insurance,
401K, Stock Purchase,
employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
crackerbarrel corn

EOM
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Nola Wanted

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.
HVAC SERVICE
TECH/JOURNEYMAN
Excellent package for experienced heat and
air service technician/licensed journeyman
Top wages and benefits including retirement.
vacation, holidays, insurance.
Apply at:

Randy Thornton Company,Inc.
802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-753-5458
(270) 753-8181

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield,
Kentucky has an immediate opening for a fulltime Occupational Therapist. Applicants may be
caring for infants, children, adolescents, adults
and/or senior patients and must have the knowledge and skills to care for the physical and
development needs of these individuals.
Graduate of an accredited O.T. Program with
certification required. Current licensure in the
state of Kentucky is also required. Resumes and
professional references are to be submitted to:

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
MTN: Human Resource Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
FOE • NI/F/V/D

WestView
I

F

S

IS 0

4 0 NA

e

Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. Flexible Shifts.

RN Supervisor 3-11
LPN 7-3 and LPN 3-11
Receptionist 11 a.m.-7 p.m.

i

Computers

Help Wanted

460

220

ligerbesab Fallon

1 OR 2br apts near down
MOM COMPUTERS
14X64 Good condition
A+ Certified Technician front kitchen, 2Br. 1 Bath town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
On site service
$5,500 767-0294
1&2 bedroom Apts
759.3556
1993 14x70 Norris mobile
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
2br, 2 bath
home
902 Northwood Dr
condition
Excellent
Monday,
Kitchen has lots of cabinet
Wednesday, Friday
Asking
00
space
$12,500
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Phone 759-4984
Call (270) 489-2013 and
Made before 1980
Equal Housing
leave message
270-759-3456
Opportunity
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, 1994 16x80 3br, 2 bath 1 4
1-2 3br apts furnished,
acre lot Pond- trees Lynn
Furniture and Primitives
near MSU 753-1252 or
We Will Buy 1 Piece or Grove Appraised $42,000 753-0606
asking $39,000 will considEntire Estates Call
er any offer 435-4423 1BR apt available, all appli753-3633
ances furnished Mur-Cal
before 8pm
CASH paid for good, used
Realty 753-4444.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
1BR
furnished Low utili2
3br,
Condition.
Excellent
Goods,
Sporting
Benson
bath, AC, OW, all appli- ties No pets $225/mo
519 S 12th, Murray
ances. Smoke and pet free 753-3949
150
1BR like new, appliances.
environment 767-9796.
*Odes
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large Coleman RE 759-4118
For Sale
lots, large metal building. 2 br, close to college, good
12ft high sliding doors, neighborhood
Call
14FT Jon Boat Small trail
plus more. 1 mile from 7538187.
er 4'x6' ATV gun boot
Grandmother clock 753- lake. 762-0032. 753-9961. NICE 2br, duplex New
1997 carpet
NICE
EXTRA
8744
vinyl
and
2br, References
16x60,
FLEETWOOD
available
required
SPACE
BOOTH
2 bath with 10x12 storage $325/mo + deposit 435Charlie's Antique Mall
sell' 4114
Must
building
Hazel
$15,500 Call 759-1629
270-492-8175
RED OAKS APTS.
FOR Sale 4x8 Utility trailer HM & Sons Mobile Home
Special
with portable bed, (1) new Mover 18yrs experience
$100 Deposit
craftsman riding lawnmow- Licensed & insured in
1BR From $280
er- used once (1) Kitchen Kentucky, Tennessee &
2BR From $325
table with off white formica Illinois 437-3939
Call Today!
NICE 3br., 2 bath doubletop & 4 matching chairs
753-8668.
(1) Oak computer desk wide on 1 acre lot. Very
University Heights Apts.
roomy. Will sell without lot.
with hutch Call 753-0172
1 & 2br rental assisted
Must see. Call 759-0210.
FREE' Dish Network
apts. These apts. are for
Satellite System installed
families. disabled, handitree For more information,
capped, senior citizens,
call or come by
wheel chair accessible.
Beasley Satellite
759-2282. Mon, Wed &
NICE 2br, Mobile home
& Antenna
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell
No pets 753-9866
500 N 4th St
Hearing impaired
Street.
home.
lbr,
mobile
SMALL
759-0901
1-800-648-6056.
only:
2 1/2 blocks from "Briggs"
Housing
FULL size pool table, skea
Equal
"Kenlake Foods"
Opportunity.
ball machine, air hockey,
$190/mo. rent,
upright piano, day bed
$190.00 deposit
Call 328-8321 or 559-9114.
View
FORREST
753-7953
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
LP GAS REFILLS
St., now accepting applicaLowest prices in town'
tions for 2br townhouses,
RV, campers. etc
basic rent $305/ month.
New 100lb LP gas tanks
1/2 acre $100/mo 753 Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
$99 00 each
6012.
Call 753-1970. Equal
B&B Brokers
COACH Estates/ Fox Housing Opportunity.
701 S. 12th St
Meadows Mobile Home LARGE
753-4389
lbr.
duplex.
PFAFF 7570 sewing/ Park. "An Exceptional Private area. Very clean,
embroidery machine w/ Community". Spaces avail- off the road parking. 753$95.00/mo. 8588.
at
computer. Lots of extras able
sewer,
Water,
Including
753-5745
LARGE brick duplex. In
garbage pick up. City fire very private area. C/H/A,
STORAGE Buildings built
and police protection, city utility room, no pets. Lease
on sight. Any size, priced
transit service. Located in + deposit. $450/mo. 759hundreds under any other
the heart of Murray's finest 1087.
Call
price.
competitor's
residential area, with all
for
437-4877
NEW 3br. condo-plex,
city utilities, including cable
details.November Special
Available Jan. 2, 2001.
vision. No rental homes in
8x12 $825.
month/deposit
$675
park. Owner- Occupied
STRAW for sale. 1.75 bale. only. South 16th St. at required. 753-0834.
759-4718 753-4582.
Canterbury and Westview. NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex.
With stove, refrigerator.
SUNTAN bed. Wolff Sun 753-3855.
microwave, W/D. Lawn
Quest Pro 26RS. Like new. LOT for rent 492-8488
included.
maintenance
$1400.00
LOT for rent 492-8488
$475/mo. 753-9240
767-0780 (day)
LOT For Rent 753-9866
435-4420 (night).

4br,, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTRA nice 1br • 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit Nu
pets 753-2905
For Rent
19862 US Hwy 68 E
Aurora Duplex 2Br/ 5
rooms. $450 a month, plus
1Br efficiency $250. a
month. Newly remodel
near Kenlake State Park.
800-531-2246
2 bedrooms, stove, refng ,
C/H/A, in Murray. Ref
Deposit No pets $375
492-8594
2 br. nice neighborhood,
garage Call 753-8755
2-3BR., nice carpet, refrigerator, stove, washer, and
dryer. Fenced back yard.
no pets. 5495/mo. +
deposit, lease 753-7920.
3BR house, one bath located five miles east of
Murray near school. $400
per month, and a $400
cleaning/securtiy deposit.
Rental application and an
ongoing thirty(30) day contract required. No pets. For
appointment to see call
(270) 489-2456.
EXTREMELY nice 2br., 2
bath home on large farm in
Kirksey. Also T.V. room LR,
kitchen. OR, $500/mo,
$500 deposit required. No
pets. Call 753-7463 after
5PM.
HAZEL. 3br., 1 1/2 bath,
appliances, W/D hook-up,
C/H/A, lease, deposit and
references. Call 492-8526.

Business Rentals

LAKEWAY Lake Home. 3
Bedroom, 2 car garage.
$1200. Month., $2000
deposit. (907)479-4935.
LARGE 2 story brick home
w/4br , 2 bath, 2 car
garage, fenced back yard
Zoned business or residential $650/mo
753-0089
SMALL, clean 2br., 1 bath,
self-cleaning
includes
range, microwave, dishwasher, ref., ceiling fans.
W/D hook-up, central H/A,
blinds & curtains, separate
dining room. References
required. $500/mo rent +
$300 security / cleaning
deposit. No pets. 321 S.
13th St. Available now. Call
Marge
(home) 759-5534
(work) 753-1586 gam-2pm

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
plan, Attendance bonus. Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.
CONTACT: Shelley Motley or Kim Ray
(g) 767-3665
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071
SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo
DOmesbc & Childcare
Managers $3000/ mo
Mator company expand- CLEANING houses is my
ing Will train
business Call Linda 759Call Monday- Wednesday 9553
1-800-578-8799
CERTIFIED in home
Daycare Provider
EMPLOYMENT
has openings,
Opportunity
references available
Progressive local (regionCall 767-9762
telecommunications
al)
firm seeks qualified appli- OFFICE or home cleaning
cants with background in Call 759-4762
telecommunications operaCUSTOM cleaning tailored
tions, telecommunications
to fit your cleaning needs
electronconstruction, or
available
Openings
ics. The employer does not
References Leave mesdiscriminate on the basis of
474-8340
race, religion, color, sex. sage
age, national ongin, or dis- NEED someone to keep 2
ability Resumes accepted children in the afternoons
until November 29.2000. 12:30 til 5pm, Tuesday.
NO phone calls please Wednesday. and Thursday
Respond to Personnel Please call 759-8797
West
Department,
100
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Business
Cooperative. P. 0 Box
OPPritimMY
649, Mayfield, Ky. 420660649
AT&T- MCI Payphone
DRIVER TRAINEES
70 Hi-Traffic Loc's
Routes
NEEDED NOW!
(local) Proven Income
Werner needs entry level
800-800-3470
truck drivers No experiStyle Greeting
HALLMARK
Earn
ence necessary
$600 -$800 per week plus Card Rte 75 Hi- Traffic
(local) Proven
benefits and get home Loc's
weekly and during the Income 800-277-9424
week in many areas No
COP 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364
OWN a computer/
Put it to work
5500-57,500 mo
VAVVI hOrTheWOrkIliternet COM

090
& Childcare _I

TLC CHILDCARE
Has a few spaces
for a few new faces
CERTIFIED FAMILY
DAYCARE
437-4966

Compulara
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE
New Hardware Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MiciWest
Internet On 121S

BRAND new white bunk
bed, full bed on bottom
twin bed on top Call 759
4762
COUCH for sale: $65. in
good condition.
Call 767-9481
Antiques
GOOD selection Gone with
the Wind lamps, fancy
linens and bed covering.
Victorian furniture, old
Russian Christmas ornament and Santa. 7 Ft plate
rack, hand made needle
point rugs. smalls and decorator items. Strawberry
Patch, Hwy 68 Palma 5278186. Watch For The
Strawberry.

1650 Oliver tractor diese
7' bushhog $2,800 474
2772
TRACTOR for sale M4700,
42hp, 4- wheel drive, 7539400 435-4214

Firewood
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
rick delivered 437-4718 or
753-2443
FIREWOOD Oak & some
hickory. $35/rick 759-2316
SEASON firewood for sale
436-5845
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy 436-2778
220

Musical
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment Beautiful console
piano No Money down
Call 1-800-371-1220

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

$29.900' Loaded' 1994
16x80 3br. 2 bath, land9a m -7p m
scaped acre lot Storage
Mon-Sat
building Evenings
Visa/ Macternard
753-0902
Your Ad " 12X60 2br 2 bath w/ applinew carpet Great
Could Be ances,
condition Very nice only
Here! A'S $5000 001
70-345-9541

436-5933.

•

Available

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy
Best suited for low traffic professional office

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

EASTSIDE

EQ9'

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE
7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

Call 753-1890.
Office Space

210

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

Homes For Sale

For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood
C/H/A, new carpet $375
Coleman RE 759-4118

2BR Near MSU. $325,
Of-HUE space tor rent. at water furnished. Coleman
the Hopkinsville Federal
RE. 759-4118.
Savings Bank building. 7th
All utilities paid.
28R,
and Main, Murray Ky.
Please contact Helen Close to MSU Deposit &
Foley at 753-7921 for lease No pets $390
759-4826
details. Immediate avail2BR. Near MSU New carability.
pet, paint & wallpaper.
SHOP for rent
40'x32' block building with C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
office and restroom. 1 1.2 $300 Coleman RE
759-4118
mi out of city limits. Air
furnished. 2BR townhouse Duiguld
compressor
water furnished, propane Dr $325/mo Coleman RE
heated Available Dec. 1 759-4118
Call 753-0305 for more 38R. duplex for reht C/H/A
information.
appliances. wid hookup.
new carpet and vinyl No
pets 759-8200
lignarbonte FOt Rent
3BR , 2 bath, range. ref ,
VACANT 1 BR Apartment D/W, ceiling fans, central
$250 plus deposit No hi/A includes water. blinds.
W/D hook up, 2 car
pets 753-5292
garage 5525/ mo rent +
WOW!
$300 cleaning/ security
No waiting list'
dep References required
Manor
Apts
Southside
No pets 104 Williams
1 & 2 br apts
Call Marge 759-5534
Section 8 housing
(work) 753-1586
753-8221
RAM-2PM
EHO

STORAGE

FOR SALE
restdenti.ii

corner lot on
Robertson Rd Sc
137 it x 156 H.
Located 1 mile west
of town with
municipal utilities.
Great neighbors
S25.000.0C

Call 7594059
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967
DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides.
Restricted. Various size
tracts available. 5 minutes
west of town. You have to
see to appreciate. Call
today for your private
showing. 753-2905.
LAND for Sale. 2.5 acres.
in county subdivision,
underground utilities. 7538249 $14,000.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
Acreage
55 K ooded acres 8 miles
west of Hazel on Stateline
Rd. Red gates on left
$45,000. 901-837-7595
460
Homes For Sale
2 BR, 1 bath,brick ranch
hardwood, privacy fence,
new roof, 9x14 storage
building, lots of updates.
Asking $48.000. 759-9417.

Story 6 Br. 3 5 baths in
Coles Campground Rd
2 5 car garage 4000 sq
tt Listed on
www.owners.corn
#JWG2432
for more details
Price reduced Must Sell
$185,000 OBO.
753-0280

ran

FOR sale or trade slide in
camper $550 753-0062
WINNEBAGO, CLASS A
26 FT, 1988, 56K, 454
excellent condition. Been
redecorated and carpet,
new tires. Sale or trade
(270)436-2388

& Motors

1,11118y Vehicles

S-17B
Astro
1994
Bassboat: yr/matching trailExplore
1998
Ford
er, 75HP Mariner, fully
Limited, Loaded 54,000 equipped, garage kept,
miles, $17,500 Call 753- exc. cond. $5,900 00.
7879 753-4810
(270) 388-7233
83 Jeep Wagoner 2-4
truck,
Good
WDR.
Sacrifice
Michelin's
$2,500. Call 492-8485
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
Used Cars
437-3044
Free Estimates
1992 Cadillac, Sedan
DeVille 131K miles, clean,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
well maintained, nice car
Decks. Home Additions,
$5400 00 OBO Call 753- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
8318 or 762-4059
Garages, Carports, Pole
1995 White Mercury Sable Barns, Metal Buildings.
GS. All power, excellent Fencing. Hardwood Floors
&
Finished.
Installed
condition. $6500.00
Workmanship.
1992 Toyota Camry LE, Quality
Rates.
hunter green with 12 disc Affordable
CD changer. Excellent con- Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308
dition. Asking $6500.00
753-2350 or 767-9303, AFFORDABLE Hauling,
leave message.
tree work, cleaning out
Sedan sheds, gutters, etc
1996 Cadillac
DeVille Extra nice. Call
436-2867
after 6PM. 492-6141.
Carpentry,
ALL
Mazda 626/ES.
1996
Sunroof, leather, 73K
miles. $6,950.00 753-0114.
460
Homes For Sale

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfectl
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1005 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

NEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite•large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck •5 bedrooms • 3 baths
• oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966
PRICE REDUCED!
Used Cars
1997, 3br, 2 bath. Ranch
wilarge deck, 2 car garage.
Open floor plan. Priced to 1997 Oldsmobile Achiva
sell! 759-9874
SL good condition Must
309-837-1334.
sell 753-8908
REDUCED! Must See!
84 Mercedes 300. SD,
3br., brick, 2 baths garage kept, 2nd owner,
w/whirlpool, great room fully loaded, mint condition.
witp. column entry, formal $6,700, 0130 (270)767dining room, neutral colors. 0062
Make Offer!
NEAR MINT CONDITION!
116 Murray Estates
1987 Cadillac DeSeville
759-4644.
Won at Brandon Auto
3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car World. 1 owner, red, all
garage, 1.8 acres. Lynn power. 140,xxx miles
$3800.00 OBO 753-9786
Grove.
753-9400 435-4214.

38R. house on 1 1/2 acre.
5 minutes from town. 10
from
lake.
minutes
mature
Outbuildings,
& Supplies
shade, C/H/A, new beige
burber carpet, appliances.
3 Good natural AKC
$58,500. 270-436-5695 or
Rottweiler puppies
753-4487. Good rental
9wks old, shots $200.
investment.
Call 436-6367
4 rental houses in Murray.
AKC registered Golden
Close to campus. 2 duplexRetrievers. 1st shots and
es and one triplex. 1
wormed. 6wks old.
zoned. commercial 753$200 females (6)
2479
$225 males. (2)
COZY 3Br, 2 bath home •
759-9946.
Ideal for retired couples •
DOG Obedience
Mature trees and fenced
Master Trainer.
backyard • Central gas
436-2858
heat • One car garage •
FREE PUPPIES: very Call 753-3903 after 5 00
Blue
/Lab/
Collie
cute,
DUPLEX for sale
Healer mix. Call Glenda
Moving & must sell 2
435-4453.
blocks from campus. 2br.
LOVING AKC Bichon Frige 1 1/2 bath, HW floors, all
puppies Male & female
appliances, decks, wooded
Also one 7 months old lot Excellent investment
female. and 20 month $129,000 By appt only
male 759-8147
Call 615-834-1851 after
119 Main • 753-6266

PEGGY'S Dog Grooming
Making holiday appointments now' 753-2915
390
& WAR
14' stock trailer New paint
753-2533
Gentle 4 yr old paint pony.
will hold until Christmas
$650 753-0062
Rail Estak
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

5PM
LOVELY new home for
sale Many features make
it an attractive offering for
the discerning buyer The
interior has al! the amenities of the finest executive
home Call 753-3903 after
500
OUTSTANDING Home in
Estates
Canterbury
possession
Immediate
4br. 21/2 baths 1520
Canterbury
436-5922
PRESTON Heights
3BR, 2 bath. 1876 sq ft
brick and vinyl home, many
extras.
Call 759-1770
for appointment
No reattors please

vans
1996 Town & Country LXI,
Green/ Gold trim, leather,
Cd/ cassette. keyless
alloy
entry, aluminum
wheels, Loaded' 759-1874
Am or 759-4561 Pm
1999 Ford Windstar van.
4dr., hunter green, dual air.
rack. 20,300
luggage
miles. $17.400. Must sell!
247-5265

1978 Chevrolet Surban, 4
wheel drive, needs clutch,
low mileage $575 Call
436-2427
1984 Toyota P/U, 22R, lots
of new parts installed Run
great, looks great
1-901-247-5951
1988 Jeep pickup truck
$2.500 Call 753-3903 foe
further information or to
see truck
1994 Dodge Ram 1500,
short wheel base white
tinted windows, loaded
Nice truck, 138,000 miles
8,500 0E0(901)247-5208
Ranger
FORD
1994
Excellent condition.5spd.
manual Must Sell
Days, 753-8887
Nights. 759-9974
1995 Chevy, 1500 pickup,
WT. LWB,, 4 6 V-6, 50,
dual exhaust, sharp. 106K.
bedtiner and cover $6.000
474-8001
2000 Chevy Sitverado Ext
cab Red, 2 Wh Dry.
19.000 OBO Call Day
489-2998 Night 437-4383

Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
siding.
vinyl
repair.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353.
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
.Striping
FREE ESTIMATES

753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Chim
Chimney
CHIM
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10% SR Discount. We sel
chimney caps and screens
Tracy Manning. 435-4006.
COTTAGE Grove Tn. Dee,
processing. 901-782-345::
$42.00 processing fee.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
ELECTRICAL Services
No lob to small and no
residential Job to big
Please Call (270)474-0880

FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS.
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we
clean gutters
Phone 436-5759
Concrete
INSULATED
Forms. Basements, walls,
foundation retainer walls.
Jimmy Bucy 753-7457.
Rudy Tripp 436-2778.
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Carpets. upholstery &
Water
Emergency
Removal Serving Murray
Free
1970
Since
Satisfaction
Estimates.
Guaranteed.
753-5827

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 of
270-753-2555

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
510

630
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

ices Offered

DECKS, Rooting, vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience
SYCHIC "111:1111(11 Walters 753-2592
ADVISES IN ALL
TELLS PAST,
RILEY Remodeling
PRO8LEM5 OF LIFE
PRE5ENT
AND FUTURE
& Construction
C
Doors installed, vinyl siding
& aluminum trim, roofing.
shingles & metal roofs
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years.
Replacement
windows.
additions, garages, decks.
New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
pole barns.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East
Free Estimates
767-0508
270-489-2907

1:1

710bed ,441#t

CLASSIFIED

TRIPP'S
Backhoe Service
Septic System's,
Foundation's. Driveway's
Hauling. Land Clearing
436-2778

FREE black Lab to a good
home 10 to 11 months old
Call 753-1585

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching Free Estimate759-9609

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

HOME IMPROVEMENT
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Tree Trimnzing

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

We Specialize in Cleaning'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Servt,,

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

A

David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

HOME
SECURITY

WE DOT Over 34 Years
Experience!
Visit Our Showroom Today

753-7728

* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99 Monthly Services/Monitoring Fee
Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St.• 753-0530

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
cz Fax (270) 753-1927

Hwy 641 - 1 7 miles south of
Murray to Tom Taylor Rd.
Right tFk orgy

Si'

Knight's

13dt:1V°•aoomauvH •lANIA • Till APK:13• Till OIPINN:133

SERVICES OFFERED

s.

A

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

l
71.
-r - c
- .);7.zel
- L77.71'
VI:72Mb '
‘.

=Moving=

1244 State Route 121 North

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed iSc Insured

40tifl?4+1

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Nov.
21, 2000:
Work with others. Network to your
heart's delight. You will spread your
wings and make new fnends and connections. You will gam financially through
your talents and natural skills. You are
able to adapt to circumstances while
never losing sight of your objectives. If
you are single, you'll meet someone very
special by the end of the summer. You
might decide to "nest" with this person.
If you are attached, your relationship
grows because you share goals and
needs. LIBRA adores you.

z

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
***** Let others present their
points of view. You don't always have to
agree. Be direct in communication and
know what it is that you want. Develop
your own resources. Make inquines.
Consider signing up for a course that will
help you. Tonight: Accept an invitation.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your enthusiasm about work
draws another's attention. Avoid accepting information from others, even if they
think it is correct. Seek out your
resources. Work closely with a partner.
You find that this person has many more
resources than you thought. Tonight:
Work late.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** Creativity spins with events.
Another's flirtatious ways might be most
appealing. Be careful not to mix work
and play, if you don't want repercussions
, or games. Others present their points of
view quite clearly. You not only understand, but you are able to incorporate
their ideas as well. Tonight: Enjoy yourself.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** An associate brings up issues
that tap into your secunty needs. Though
you might not always understand where
another is coming from, you need to
accept this person's ideas and opinions.
You aren't changing him. Deal with your
health and cliet. Don't postpone a doctor's appointment. Tonight: Pace yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
***** Extremes mark your communication. Realize that another means
well. Do you really mind the distraction?
Make calls. Reach out for another.
Above all, do not stand on ceremony.
You find that flirtation stimulates your
creativity and adds a more jovial quality
to your life. Tonight: Off playing a

7
6
7

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

certified TVA Heat

C.Ntractor

L

270-759-2288

4. a

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-7594979

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

BORN TODAY
Philosopher Voltaire (1694). actress
Goldie Hawn (1945), baseball player
Ken Griffey Jr. (1969)

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Bohlnd Hardm or, Chestriut St )

525
anytime
minutes
BONUS PROMOTION
1000 off peak minutes
FREE for 12 months
100

verizenwireless

FREE Phone
FREE Car Charger
FREE Leather Case
Stan up for Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTESII
FREE Caller ID
volatile on new one year solace agreement Sutiect to credit cbeck and approval Pee we be
arged for early termination of contract. Other restr ctions may apply.

The Cold
s Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
'New and Used Quality Tires at 'Free Balancing With
Affordable Prices
Tire Purchase
'Excellent Warranties

VISA

Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410

VISA

t

VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Financial matters take time, but
you gain as a result Don't delude yourself about an expenditure and why you
are doing it. A child or new friend
delights you with his thoughtfulness. Be
open to more canng. Consider a purchase
for a family member or your home.
Tonight: Mosey on home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You go out of your way to
make a difference. Understand more of
what is going on with someone who
affects your day-to-day life You might
not see eye to eye. That also might not be
important, either. Make calls. Keep a discussion rolling and know that you don't
always have to agree with others.
Tonight: Out and about.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might want to assume a low
profile for the moment. Not everyone has
to agree with you. Carefully consider
options that involve finances. Could you
be spending money out of frustration
rather than need? Express canng. You
discover that it's mutual. Tonight: Take a
personal night.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Understand that a friend
means well, even if he seems to be pushing you in a certain direction. Carefully
review a decision that involves a friend
or loved one. You decide that an expenditure just might be worth it. Review a
decision. Tonight: Where your friends
are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
***** You clearly mean well, but
another might have a difficult time getting your message. A boss could be inordinately challenging, wanting what he
needs — yesterday. Cater to him; don't
cause yourself a problem. Take time
thinking through decisions. Tonight:
Bring extra work home, if need be.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Make calls to someone
whose expertise you respect. Don't do
anything halfway. You could be unusually sensitive. Remain directed about
money and feelings. Do not sell yourself
short. Understand that what you hear
might not be gospel. Tonight: Relax at a
movie.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
***** One-on-one relating remains
key to your success. Though you might
not always agree with another, you come
to a strong conclusion. Get together to
discuss your long-term goals and desires.
Choose to do nothing halfway. Your follow-through makes all the difference.
Tonight: Togetherness works.

We Service AllBrands

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS

Torn
Taytor
Rd.

CARP T & FL OR COVERIN

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

Plus...all other home improvements

JOE SMITH CARPET

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • ViNYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Phone 1270) 759-4734

CARPET CS
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A

faVut ;lc

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING
JR
JR

amb Brothers
Tree Service

k,
i

HOROSCOP

Free Column

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
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Insurance may cover cost of clinical trials
Will my insurance cover
Q:
the costs of care in a cancer clinical trial?
Clinical trials (research
A:
studies with people) are very important for the development of new
cancer treatments. Your insurance
may cover some or all of the
patient care costs in a clinical
trial. However, not all insurance
covers care costs in clinical trials.
and these costs can keep people
from taking part in trials. For this
reason. the National Cancer Institute (NCI) is working with major
health plans and managed care
groups to expand coverage of
patient care costs in clinical trials.
Meanwhile, here are some things
you can do to understand the costs
involved in a clinical trial and
increase your chances of having
them covered.
Ask your doctor or the

.
I

Ask the CIS1
trial's contact person which costs
of the trial must be covered by
you or your health plan. Are these
costs higher than the costs of standard care? Ask whether other
patients in the trial have had their
care covered by insurance.
Read your health plan care—
fully. How does it define "experimental treatment"? Under what
conditions is such treatment covered? If the plan is not clear, call
the plan's customer service line
or visit their Web site to get answers.
Ask your doctor to send
—
complete information about the
trial to the health plan. Keep a
copy for yourself.
Ask your company's ben—
efits manager to seek the support
of your employer in requesting

coverage by the health plan.
—
Give your health plan a
start date for your participation in
the trial. This will encourage youi
plan to make coverage decisions

call the Cancer Information Service at I-800-4-CANCER or visit

promptly.
Take
—

NCI's CancerTrials Web site at
http://cancertrials.nci.nih.govl

advantage

of the

many resources available on clinical trials. To find out about them.

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2000

2:oo P.M.
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB HOUSE
704 VINE STREET, MURRAY,KENTUCKY

If you are a NEWCOMER to
MUSK' BV:

Murray/Calloway County
(Si I 015 VI COI NT's HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR
Nil RRA1 HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR
ANS
MI RR 11 1101101'S OA 1(IfORI S

Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
753-3079

IS OAF SIIMINTS MILL SC StRVED1,
011011iNG

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME

hare been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

THE HOLIDAN CONCERT

www.;..ei•••
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to learn — actually have few side
effects, except for constipation and, in
DEAR DR. GOTT: My grandmother, the elderly, some sleepiness.
age 87, resides in a nursing home. She
Doctors have traditionally been retihas terminal cancer of the pancreas cent to prescribe such drugs, because
and experiences constant, severe of the fear that the practitioners may
abdominal pain. Although my family be criticized for administering potenhas repeatedly requested that she be tially addicting substances.
kept comfortable, her doctor refuses
However, such concerns are rarely
to control her pain, preferring instead a contraindication. As a first step,
to use ibuprofen, acetaminophen and Darvon, Ultram and Talwin should be
other non -narcotics. What do you considered. If ineffective, they should
think?
be replaced by one of a variety of narDEAR READER: I think this prac- cotic analgesics that are available in
tice is reprehensible. I don't under- liquid, pill or patch formulations. Such
stand it and don't agree with it. drugs include codeine, hydrocodone,
Surely, no doctor in his or her right
oxycodone, methadone, morphine,
mind wishes to encourage abuse of
hydrocodone, levo-Dromoran and othanalgesic medication. However, to ers.
allow a cancer patient to suffer unnecIn my opinion, your grandmother
essarily is, in my opinion, inhumane.
Pain control has become a major should be given whatever medication,
issue in medical practice, and medica- in the lowest doses, neutralizes her
tions are widely available for patients pain. I suggest that you meet with her
with chronic pain. In many instances, physician to discuss ways that she
this development should be heralded could be made more comfortable. If
as a breakthrough. In contrast, your he remains recalcitrant, I recommend
grandmother's doctor appears to dis- that you consider changing doctors.
regard her needs to a degree that I Your grandmother deserves adequate
• pain-control for what time she has
find abusive.
left. Terminal cancer patients should
Here is a primer of pain control that receive every benefit
that we can give
you may find informative.
them, not an arbitrary refusal that is
Minor pain — such as aches and based on the physician's fear, rather
sprains — can usually be controlled than patient comfort. To give you
by short-term use of aspirin, ibupro- related information, I am sending you
fen or NSAIDs (non-steroidal anti- a copy of my Health Report
inflammatory drugs), such as Motrin, "Managing Chronic Pain." Other
Indocin, Naprosyn and others. These readers who would like a copy should
medications, which are available with- send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
out prescription, usually solve the stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
problem in a few days; protracted Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
therapy is rarely required. This is a 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
good thing, because all of these drugs
— including aspirin — can cause
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
stomach upset and bleeding if used
regularly for months or years.
DR. GOTT
(Nonetheless, despite this observation, most patients with histories of
heart attacks or strokes are helped by
PETER
taking an aspirin a day.)
GOTT, M.D.
Moderate pain, especially if caused
by arthritis and other systemic diseases, usually requires more potent,
prescription medication. For example,
Celebrex and Vioxx interfere with the
body's inflammatory response and, as
a result, often reduce the pain of
arthritis. Although those drugs can
lead to intestinal bleeding, they allow
patients more independence and
mobility.
Chronic or severe pain usually
requires the use of prescription narcotics, which — you may be surprised
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Support
Local
Merchants

DEAR ABBY: Our parents, who
were married 47 years, divorced six
months ago. Mom and Dad now live
on opposite sides of town. My brothers and I have been discussing how
to celebrate the holidays as a
family. I think Dad could probably
tolerate being in the presence of
Mom for a few hours, but Mom is so
angry, she can't stand the sight of
him. We kids want our children to
celebrate as we always have — as
one family.
I realize we could split Thanksgiving and spend half a day with
each parent. However, we don't
think that's fair to us and our children. My husband is recovering
from a heart attack, and he will get
too tired if he has to spend the
whole day with that many people. I
suppose he could slip off into the
bedroom and rest, but how much
rest can you get with people talking
and kids running all over the place?
I would like for our parents to
meet us in a restaurant for
Thanksgiving dinner, either at
noon or in the evening. I'm not
sure Mom would agree to be in the
same room with Dad, though. My
oldest brother thinks it would be a
disaster.
Abby, do you have any suggestions for handling this holiday
dilemma?
THE CHILDREN

crew was needed. All of it could
have been prevented by practicing
courtesy and common sense.
Some suggestions to help prevent the spread of colds and flu:
(1) Stay home when you're sick.
Wash your hands frequently with
soap and water, rest, and drink
plenty of fluids.
)2) If you can't afford to lose
time, make sure to use a cough suppressant. A doctor or pharmacist
can recommend the best one for
you. A cough not covered can spread
germs up to 15 feet away. When you
must cough and cannot cover your
mouth, bury your face in your arm
— or at least turn away from
others.
(3) Use disposable tissues — and
use them only once. Deposit them in
a proper receptable, preferably a
lined one so someone else doesn't
have to touch them.
(4) Wash your hands at the
beginning of breaks and before
returning to work to help minimize
spreading your illness.
Remember, too, that even the
"hale and hardy" can meet an early
death if a cold or flu slips unnoticed
into pneumonia. I know I wouldn't
want it on my conscience that I
might have spread the "bug" that
killed someone.
A FELLOW EMPLOYEE

DEAR CHILDREN: Putting
DEAR FELLOW EMPLOYEE:
your parents together now Those are excellent suggestions.
would be like mixing fire and What you are promoting is conice. Forcing them to be in the sideration for others — and that
presence of each other when applies during every season,
their feelings are still so volatile not just the flu season.
would ruin the holiday for
**
everyone. It's time to establish
new traditions.
Since your husband is not
up to a full day of celebrating,
I suggest you have Thanksgiving dinner with one parent
and dessert with the other.
Next year, do the opposite. It
isn't the "family" celebration
you wanted, but it's practical.
DEAR ABBY: The recent letters South dealer.
you printed about transmitting Both sides vulnerable.
colds prompts my own. Last year, I
missed more than a week of work
and was sick for almost a month. It
was all because a few employees
repeatedly came to work sick. My
company lost many man-hours
during a season when the whole
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51 Computer
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ACROSS

heal old wounds by acknowledging
the United States had failed its "obligation to support democracy"
when it backed Greek's harsh military junta during the Cold War.
Ten years ago: The Soviet Union again rebuffed President Bush's
efforts to rally support for a U.N.
Security Council resolution authorizing military force against Iraq.

02000 King Features Syndicate Inc
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TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 20, the
325th day of 2000. There are 41
days left in the year.
trick, East discarding a low diaToday's Highlight in History:
mond to show lack of interest in
On Nov. 20, 1947, Britain's futhat suit. West thereupon shifted ture queen, Princess Elizabeth,
to a low spade,and East cashed two married Philip Mountbatten, Duke
spade tricks before giving West the of Edinburgh, in a ceremony broadclub ruff that sank the contract.
Not very exciting, you might cast worldwide from Westminster
say, since the outcome was a wash- Abbey.
On this date:
out. But the fact is that each West
In
1789, New Jersey became the
made a good play by not taking the
first state to ratify the Bill of
king of hearts at trick two.
The great advantage of duck- Rights.
ing the king is illustrated by what
In 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went
happened at one ofthe tables when on trial before an international war
the same hand was played in the crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germatch between Italy and Indone- many.
sia. Again the contract was four
In 1959, the United Nations ishearts, and again West led a club. sued its "Declaration of the Rights
The Indonesian declarer won with
the ace and played a heart to the of the Child."
In 1967, the Census Clock at the
king, but here the Italian West
Commerce
Department ticked past
took his ace.
West now had to guess whether 200 million.
In 1977, Egyptian President Anto lead a spade or a diamond. He
had very little to guide him to the war Sadat became the first Arab
right decision, and, unfortunately, leader to address Israel's parliahe shifted to a diamond at trick ment.
three, hoping to find East with the
One year ago: A day after vioace. This didn't work out very well, lent anti-American protests in
and the Indonesian declarer made Greece, President Clinton sought to

K 86
The bidding.
South West North East
1
Pass
3V
Pass
4
Opening lead — nine of clubs.
Thisdeal occurred in the 1974
World Team Championship.
When it was played in the BrazilNorth America match, the final
contract at both tables was four
hearts, which went down one.
The openinglead at both tables
was the nine ofclubs, and the play
followed the same pattern. De- the contract with an overtrick.
By taking the first heart, the
clarer won in dummy with the ace
and led a low trump to the king, Italian West subjected himself to a
on which both Wests played low! difficult guess that could have been
Declarer led another trump, avoided had he just been a little
and this time both Wests took the more patient.
Tomorrow: You don't need a slide rule.

1 !di —
5 CAT- —
9 35th pres.
12 TV award
13 Poetic foot
14 Mine find
15 Coldly
17 — eggs
19 Lethargy
21 Insects
22 Formerly
Persia
24 Tin symbol
25 Married
woman's title
26 Perch
27 Informal
29 Note of scale
31 Suffix
32 Chemical
suffix
33 Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
34 Letters of the
alphabet
35 Selenium
symbol
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while the striking departments were
not on duty.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Woodward,
Nov. I I.
Murray State University Racers
beat Evansville 39 to 6 in a football
game.
Forty years ago
Toy Falwell, 66, and Calvin Falwell, 68, died from injuries sustained in a two-car accident on
Highway 94 just each of the railroad near the bridge over Clarks
River on Nov. 19.
Murray High School Tigers advanced to the finals at Fort Knox by
downing a Fort Knox team 19 to 0
in the Class A football semi-finals.
They will now meet Lynch on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 24, for the
Class A championship title at Lexington.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lynn Key,
Nov. 13.
Fifty years ago
The 1950 Tuberculosis Christmas Seal Sale opened today in Calloway County under the sponsorship of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club with Mrs.
R.H. Robbins as chairman. Mrs.
G.B. Scott is overall chairman for
the Calloway County Seal Sale.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Training beat Kirksey,
Almo beat Hazel, and Hardin beat
New Concord. High team scorers
were Hale for MTS, Jones for Kirksey, Lovett for Almo, Curd and J.
Alton for Hazel, Gardner for Hardin
and Adams for New Concord.

Famous Hand

***

BLOND I E

LUA5 50
RICE -TO MEET
'40U, viviAPV
TELL IRVING
HE'S A VER'l
LUCKY GUY!

Ten yew's ago
Murray State University's Board
of Regents approved the transfer of
about 8,832 square feet of property
at the corner of 16th and Main
Streets to the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Department of Highways, for right-of-way improvements at the intersection. The land
was transferred without cost, a contribution from MSU for a project to
construct turning lanes and correct a
drainage problem at the intersection.
Births reported include a boy to
Daryl and Celia McFadden, Nov.
13.
Mr. and Mrs. John Keel will be
married 50 years Nov. 22.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ellwood Brown Jr. of Westside Veterinary Service, Murray,
has been appointed to the Kentucky
Board of Agriculture by Alben Barkley, Kentucky's commissioner of
education.
Murray State University Faculty
Brass Quintet composed of Richard
Farrell, Jim Alsop, Robert Lee Kidd
III, Raymond Conklin and Eldon
Matlick, presented a recital Nov. 18
in the Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Thirty years ago
All members of the city police
and fire departments reported to
work this morning, according to
Mayor Holmes Ellis. No resolution
has been achieved on the various
grievances of the departments
which reported "sick" on Nov. 18
and 19; however Mayor Ellis and
the City Council had stipulated that
no negotiations could be carried out

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

54

brand
16 12 mos
18 A Lewis
20 Religious
poem
22 Egyptian
goddess
23 Go by car
25 Ship's part
27 Ducklike bird
28 Make into
one
29 Liberate
30 Hebrew letter
34 Changed
36 Peggy —
37 Central Asian
39 Excess of
solar over
lunar year
41 Make
accustomed
42 King toppers
43 — mateste
44 One opposed
45 Stone ID
47 Comparative
ending
49 H S course
50 Map abbr
53 — plus ultra
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T
L
W
Miami
3 0
8
0
4
7
Buffalo
0
4
7
Indianapolis
0
4
7
NY Jets
0
8
3
New England
Central
T
L
W
0
2
9
Tennessee
0
4
8
Baltimore
0
6
5
Pittsburgh
7 0
4
Jacksonville
9 0
3
Cleveland
9 0
2
Cincinnati
West
T
L
W
2 0
9
Oakland
0
4
7
Denver
6 0
5
Kansas City
7 0
4
Seattle
0
0, 11
San Diego
.
Sunday's Games
Detroit 31, N Y. Giants 21
Buffalo 21, Kansas City 17
Chicago 13, Tampa Bay 10
Oakland 31, New Orleans 22
Philadelphia 34, Arizona 9
Green Bay 26, Indianapolis 24
Tennessee 24, Cleveland 10
New England 16, Cincinnati 13
Minnesota 31. Carolina 17
Denver 38, San Diego 37
N Y Jets 20, Miami 3
Baltimore 27. Dallas 0
San Francisco 16, Atlanta 6
Jacksonville 34, Pittsburgh 24
OPEN Seattle
Today's Game
Washington at St. Louis, 8 p.m

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
T
Pct.
L
W
667
0
4
8
Philadelphia
636
0
4
7
N Y. Giants
0
600
4
6
Washington
364
0
7
4
Dallas
273
0
8
3
Arizona
Central
Pct.
T
L
W
818
0
2
9
Minnesota
0
636
4
7
Detroit
545
0
5
6
Tampa Bay
455
0
6
5
Green Bay
273
0
8
3
Chicago
West
Pct.
T
L
W
0
.800
2
8
St. Louis
0
.636
4
7
New Orleans
0
364
7
4
Carolina
333
8 0
4
San Francisco
0
250
9
3
Atlanta
Thursday's Games
New England at Detroit, 11.30 a m
Minnesota at Dallas, 3:05 p m
Sunday, Nov. 26
Chicago at N.Y. Jets, noon
New Orleans at St. LOWS. noon
Cleveland at Baltimore, noon
Philadelphia at Washington. noon
Buffalo at Tampa Bay, noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, noon
Atlanta at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Miami at Indianapolis, 3:15 p.m.
Denver at Seattle, 3:15 p.m.
Kansas City at San Diego, 3.15 p.m
Tennessee at Jacksonville, 3:15 p m
N.Y. Giants at Arizona, 720 p.m.
OPEN: San Francisco
Monday, Nov. 27
Green Bay at Carolina, 8 p.rn

Pct.
727
636
636
636
273
Pct.
818
.667
.455
364
.250
182
Pct.
.818
.636
.455
.364
.000

Hingis
Chase-s
Seles
NEW YORK (AP) - When the
final tennis ball was struck at Madison Square Garden, a smile broke out
on Monica Seles' face while Martina
Hingis cried.
At first glance, it was hard to tell
who had won the final Chase Championships of the Sanex WTA Tour.
In a way, they both were winners,
although Hingis finished on top with
a 6-7 (5), 6-4, 6-4 victory.
"This is like the fifth Grand Slam,
and to be able to win it and to come
through with great tournaments, and
winning here, I think I deserve now
the respect of being No. 1," Hingis
said after winning the season-ending
title for the second time in three
years.
Seles was also pleased, although
she fell short in her bid to win her
fourth Championship title.
-Definitely this year has been really great," Seles said. "Probably the
best year since '95 or '96 I had. It's
been nice."
This from a player who missed
five months, including the first two
of the year, with a stress fracture of
her right foot. Seles returned at the
end of February and promptly won
Oklahoma City.
She would win two more titles in
2000, and the bronze medal at the
Sydney Olympics.

NFL's East races tighten
By The Associated Press
They're packed together at the
top of the AFC East and NFC
East heading toward the last month
of the NFL season.
The AFC East race became a
four-team jumble Sunday when
first-place Miami fell to the New
York Jets 20-3, Green Bay held
off Indianapolis 26-24 and Buffalo beat Kansas City 21-17. The
Dolphins are 8-3, while the other
three teams are 7-4, with plenty
of intradivision games remaining.
"It felt good because we came
in here and had to have this
game," said Jets running back
Bernie Parmalee, who rushed for
two touchdowns in place of Curtis Martin.
In the NFC East, surprising
Philadelphia moved on top by
routing Arizona 34-9 while the New
York Giants were falling at home

to Detroit 31-21. The Eagles are
8-4, a half-game in front of the
Giants. Washington (6-4) is at St.
Louis on Monday night.
The wildest action Sunday came
at Denver, where the Broncos rallied for a 38-37 victory over San
Diego (0-11).
Also, it was Oakland 31, New
Orleans 22; Chicago 13, Tampa
Bay 10; Minnesota 31, Carolina
17; Tennessee 24, Cleveland 10;
Baltimore 27, Dallas 0; Jacksonville
34, Pittsburgh 24; San Francisco
16, Atlanta 6; and New England
16, Cincinnati 13.
Seattle is idle this week.
Packers 26, Colts 24
The elements and Brett Favre's
toughness were too much for the
visiting Colts.
Favre, playing on a sprained
left foot that had him on crutches and in a cast last week, extended his NFL-record streak for guar-

terbacks to 136 starts. The Packers (5-6) ran up a 19-0 first-half
lead on a cold, snowy day, then
clinched it on Allen Rossum's 92yard kickoff return with 4:16 left.
Titans 24, Browns 10
Tennessee (9-2) became the first
non-replacements team to win while
committing seven turnovers since
Pittsburgh in 1983. Eddie George
ran for 134 yards and scored a
career-high three touchdowns.
George is 1 yard shy of becoming the fifth player to rush for at
least 1,000 in each of his first
five seasons.
Steve McNair was intercepted
three times, and fumbled twice
after being sacked. Tennessee, with
only 16 turnovers through 10
games, gave the ball to the Brown,
(3-9) on seven of its first nine
possessions. A 33-yard interception return by Percy Ellsworth
gave the Browns a brief 7-0 lead.
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Runnin'
and
gunnin'
While Ashley Tripp drives
by Erika Trenholm (above)
during the Murray High girls'
basketball team's intrasquad
scrimmage at Tiger Night
Saturday, Brady Harris (23,
left) fires a shot over a Calloway County teammate during Laker Night festivities
Saturday at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Murray boys
and Calloway girls also
during the
scrimmaged
events, which introduced
cheerleaders, dance teams
and middle school basketball players.
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger photos

If you still have

Cable
or
Direct Iv,

SCHEDULE
TODAY
_

MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Gardner-Webb vs. Murray St.
RSEC - 7 p.m.
FRIDAY
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
• Coca-Cola Billiken Classic:
Murray St. vs. Norfolk State
St. Louis, Mo. - 8 p.m.

AtiON'•
#

_
We Can Help

Guess What?
60 Days Til
Christmas!

you need to go to Beasley's
and see how you can get a

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
l'am that. Mailagt.r
1304 A Chestnut St. • Murray. 181. 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-I:n.8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m
12701759-0310• Fax 12701759-8731
u u.heightsfinance.com

FREE
DISH network digital satellite system

ighat flue You Dig Tohight?
1)4 !GMAT STATE

installed
1801 Bell Ave.
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-4077
(877) 726-4077

FREE

Or just come by and bring in a
recent cable bill, or Direct TV
bill, have a valid credit card and
subscribe to one year of America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus enough
programming to total $39.98/month. DISH SOO Sitellite TV system
(MSRP $1991

GADIEWANIII
;

Monday flovember 20
M 7:00 p.m. 14,,601.
;1"..C44 4;f•

500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
(877) 455-0901

EASLEY
Cr R
OR K
S.
EIW

ANTENNA
SATELLITE

1/.?
(
,,,urd you Kk, yOitt g

TV Viewing it our ONLY business.

Offer ends 1/31/01 all prices packages and programming ,1Ibtet t iti King., is ithoot notice Local and state sales tax Tar apply DISH Network
programming, and any other services provided are sublect to the terms and (ondltions of the Residential( ustomet Agreement wht(h is available upon request Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming .1% all.fhilit‘ And for all offers See sour DISH
Network retailer DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network wetmite at www dishnetwork corn for complete details and restrictions.
All %civic* marl', and trademarks belong to their prvispective owners
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Woeful performance
epitomizes UK season
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - Saturday's 96th meeting between rivals
Kentucky and Tennessee proved a
harsh reality for the Wildcats.
After a 7-5 season in 1998 and
a 6-6 finish in 1999 produced
back-to-back bowl trips, Kentucky
was expected to continue its football revival under fourth-year head
coach Hal Mumme in 2000.
However, this weekend's 59-20
thrashing at the hands of the Volunteers was the epitome of a dismal 2-9 campaign that included
an 0-8 run in the Southeastern
Conference.
With his unorthodox, fast-break
style, Mumme has brought excitement back to a downtrodden UK
program whose last winning season (6-5) came under the direction of Jerry Claiborne in 1989.
And 2000 was supposed to be
the year that the 'Cats vaulted
into the upper echelon of the SEC

SCOTT
NANNEY

SPORTS
EDITOR
East - alongside perennial heavyweights UT, Florida and Georgia.
Instead, Kentucky returned to
its woeful ways - only producing
victories over Conference USA
member South Florida (27-9) and
rival Indiana, an. annual bottomfeeder in the Big Ten.
At the heart of the Wildcats'
problems in 2000 was a defense
that allowed 34 or more points
eight times, including blowout losses to Florida, Ole Miss, Louisiana
State, Mississippi State and Tennessee. UK gave up 50-plus points

to both the Vols and the Gators.
Kentucky's defensive problems
claimed the job of coordinator
Mike Major, who resigned from
the post last week.
The Vols' 59 points on Saturday marked the fifth straight year
they have scored more than 50
points on the 'Cats. UT leads the
all-time series by a commanding
64-23-9 margin.
This season has also had its
share of controversy with Mumme's
often-questioned decision to dump
incumbent starting quarterback
Dusty Bonner for freshman Jared
Lorenzen.
However, the Lorenzen experiment proved to be one of the few
highlights for the Wildcats.
The 275-pounder surprised many
SEC observers, setting a bevy of
conference passing records for
freshmen.
The UK offense was prolific
behind Lorenzen, earning the SEC's
No. 1 ranking entering Saturday's SACK ATTACK...Tennessee defenders Anthony Sessions (22) and John Henderson (98) try
season finale.
to bring down Kentucky quarterback Jared Lorenzen (22) during second-quarter action of
The 'Cats scored a season-high
the Vols' 59-20 triumph at Neyland Stadium.
41 points in a 41-34 win over the
Hoosiers and scored 30 or more
against three other opponents.
With the majority of its offense
returning for 2001, Kentucky should
have enough firepower to score with
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Trent 18 yards for a fifth score as the bye last week to rebound from
anyone in the league. But it must
Green has done his part to keep Rains (8-2) rebounded from a a pair of losses and zero in on
find some defensive help, and hire
the NFL's No. I offense hum- rare home loss to the Panthers the Rains.
a proven coordinator to lead the
"This is somewhat of a must
for a 38-24 victory over the New
ming.
unit.
win for them because of the way
In 3 1/2 games since Kurt York Giants.
On the other side of the field
Green, who has completed 64 things have been going, and
Warner broke the little finger on
Saturday, the Volunteers were going
of his passes, said he'll because they've had an extra
who
percent
his throwing hand, Green,
in a different direction.
started the season as the backup have to stay at that high level week to prepare," Green said.
"So we're going to have to be
Tennessee fans were disgrunquarterback for the Sr. Louis Monday night.
at the top of our game."
Bowl
includSuper
which
start,
defending
The
tled over a 2-3
Rams, has thrown 12 touchdown
A key to the Redskins' attack
Washington
the
face
champions
of
.rating
ed the Vols' own version of a
passer
his
passes and
quarterback controversy - the main
109.0 trails only Warner's 111.6. Redskins (6-4), who counter the is running back Stephen Davis,
Last week, Green had four league's top passing attack with who has 988 yards and an NFCplayers being freshmen Case ,.
touchdown passes and scrambled the top pass defense, and had a leading 10 rushing touchdowns.
Clausen and A.J. Suggs.
quickBut the young Vols have
ly righted their ship, settling on
Clausen and then rallying for five
straight victories.
Barring an upset at rival Vanderbilt on Saturday, UT appears destined for a date the Michigan
Wolverines in the Citrus Bowl.
It was a typical November run
for both squads. And one that
Kentucky would just as soon for
get.

Green to face old team

DAVID RAMEY/Guest Photographer

RUSHING INTO HISTORY...Senior Travis Henry became Tennessee's all-time leading rusher with 139 yards in Saturday's contest. He currently has 2,894 career yards with
next Saturday's season finale versus rival Vanderbilt left.

Lady Racers top Chicago State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
YPSILANTI, Mich. — Despite
shooting 26.3 percent from the field.
the Murray State women's basketball team beat Chicago State
54-53 to win the consolation game
of the Best Western Eagle Classic Saturday.
Junior center Denise McDonald came off the bench to score
11 points and pull down four
rebounds and freshman reserve
point guard Megan Fuqua added
10 points, four assists and two
steals to lift the Lady Racers (I I) to third place in the four-team
tournament hosted by Eastern
Michigan.
EMU defeated Coppin State 7555 in Saturday's championship
game at the EMU Convocation Center. McDonald was the lone MSU
player named to the all-tournament team, joining MVP Dru Bishop, Stephanie Smiley and Shani
Charles of EMU and Jennifer Johnson-Stewart and Kiesha Brooks of
Coppin State.
Against Chicago State (0-2), the

Lady Racers trailed 24-23 at halftime after shooting an abysmal
15.2 percent (5-of-33) from the
floor. MSU made 10-of-24 second-half field goals and won the
game behind 20-of-28 accuracy at
the free-throw line.
Freshman guard Stacey Holmes
and senior forward Liz Stansberry each scored nine points as senior center Monika Gadson was
held to seven points on 0-for-10
shooting from the field.
MSU's starting five was 16.2
percent (6-of-37) from the floor,
missing all 12 of its 3-point
attempts. Junior guard Eniko
Verebes led the Lady Racers with
four assists and three steals.
Chicago State outscored Murray 30-12 in the paint and added
20 points off 18 Lady Racer
turnovers.
The win was Eddie Fields' 191st
game as head coach at MSU,
breaking the former record set by
Dr. Jean Smith (1977-84). Fields
is the first Lady Racer mentor to
coach more than seven seasons.
MSU will return to action Fri-

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO

day at the Coca-Cola Billiken C1,1
sic in St. Louis, Mo. versus Norfolk State at 8 p.m. The Lady
Racers will play either Jackson State
or tournament host St. Louis Saturday at 6 or 8 p.m.
• Murray State lost its 2000-01
season opener 63-59 to Coppin State
Friday at the Best Western Eagle
Classic despite 20 points from
Holmes and 19 points from McDonald.
The Lady Racers led 31-29 at
the half but shot only 31.4 percent (l 1 -of-35) from the field in
the second half. MSU did outscort.
Coppin State 30-18 in the paint
and 24-7 in second-chance points.
Holmes and McDonald each
grabbed seven rebounds and
McDonald added three assists and
three steals. Verebes dished out
four assists and Gadson recorded
six points and nine boards.
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any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverandstock
—
Suiter
Loth,

CI OP'

Insurance Agency

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETINC.

Nato Auto

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

753-3415

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

•
•
•

•

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270)763-1629
CmINIMar3
Email address - dtayloresidd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-2617

•
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